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This guide and the accompanying chart focus on the design of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) using mixed methods in educational and social interventions. The guide and chart illustrate the value of undertaking this type of research by assessing long-term contributions from three studies initiated in the 1980–2000 time frame:

- **Project STAR**—An experiment in class-size reduction (kindergarten to third grade) conducted in Tennessee beginning in 1986.

- **New Hope**—This intervention, which began in Milwaukee in 1994, aimed to lift the earnings of individuals living below the poverty line through higher paying, more stable jobs that would improve the life circumstances of those individuals and their children. New Hope provided income supplements, health insurance coverage, and paid day care over a 3-year period.

- **Moving to Opportunity**—This project, which began in 1994, provided a chance for families living in public housing in very poor and risky neighborhoods to relocate to better neighborhoods.

The guide and accompanying chart had their origins in a December 2004 national forum on incorporating multiple social science research methods in conjunction with RCTs in education. The National Research Council hosted this forum in collaboration with the American Psychological Association, the American Educational Research Association, and the National Science Foundation. Its underlying premise was that the contribution of RCTs to research, policy, and practice could be greatly enhanced when multiple methods are used to help clarify the effects of context, population, resource constraints, and generalizability of research findings.

In response to the enthusiasm expressed by forum participants for continued work in this area, the forum organizing committee believed that it could make an important contribution both to educational research and to policy development by constructing a guide describing the conditions and circumstances favoring the use of RCTs, as well as demonstrating the value of other research methodologies and data collections to the overall research investigation. The specific objectives of the chart and this narrative are to provide the following:

- A rationale for incorporating multiple methods into RCTs
- A guide for designing RCTs with multiple methods
- Examples from the literature that illustrate the various steps in the process
Examples from the literature that illustrate how additional data collected with multiple methods may be used to address the following questions:

- What are the causative mechanisms involved in producing a targeted effect in the RCT and how do these mechanisms work to produce the effect?
- Why does the intervention work better for some participants and not others?
- Can existing theory predict these results, or do the results suggest the need for new theories?
- How can this intervention be redesigned to be more effective or efficient?
- How would a scaled-up program likely change the predicted costs and effect size?
- Do effects of scaled-up existing programs using nonexperimental data provide results similar to those of experimental data, and if not, why not? Which measurement provides a more accurate prediction?

Each section (Boxes 1–5) of the accompanying chart has a related section in this narrative. Each section of the narrative is designed to be relatively independent of the others so that readers may select the section from the chart that they wish to read and study in the guide.

Introducing multiple methods into RCTs is becoming a more frequent occurrence, partly in response to several factors arising from recent research. The first is increasing recognition of the diverse factors involved in producing better educational and social outcomes. The second is acknowledgement of the critical importance of early environments in determining outcomes of longitudinal studies that emanate from RCT-designed interventions. The third is new research that places more emphasis on more difficult-to-measure "noncognitive" factors in assessing outcomes.

The increased demand for mixed-methods RCTs is also a natural evolution of the current weakness of theories that predict educational and social outcomes. Improving these theories requires more in-depth understanding of the multiple processes leading to these outcomes—and mixed-methods RCTs are critical to collecting the diverse data needed to test more complex theories.

However, a deep vein of literature illustrating the process by which researchers design and use data from multiple methods is only just emerging in more recent literature. Typically, it takes almost 8–10 years from the inception of an RCT for a complete set of analyses to appear in journal publications. RCTs with multiple methods take even longer. Finding illustrative examples of RCTs using multiple methods therefore requires looking at RCTs that started in the late 1980s and early to mid-1990s. Fortunately, a few RCTs from this period incorporated multiple methods, as well as some publications that illustrated the power of multiple-methods RCTs.

The three illustrative RCTs with multiple methods discussed in this guide have long-term follow-ups and a rich literature trail. In the appendix, we provide descriptions of these studies as well as examples of ongoing studies associated with those RCTs with multiple methods.

Each of these RCTs with multiple methods was started between 1986 and 1994. Each of the experiments ran for 3 or 4 years and included long-term follow-up studies after completion. Each also generated productive literature that began in the year or two after the end of the experiment and continued through 2008. We chose these three illustrative and multiple-methods RCTs because they represent some of the best examples from the 1980s and 1990s and were among the first to incorporate multiple methods into their design. In the 2009 version of this guide, the literature consisted almost exclusively of isolated studies focusing on measuring an expanding set of short- and longer term longitudinal outcomes. Since 2009, the literature has also included studies that assess the overall contributions of the entire set of studies that use a particular mixed-method RCT, as well as the conflicting conclusions that can emerge from these studies. This second edition of the guide incorporates:

- more recent literature derived from the three illustrative studies,
- assessments of the overall value of the data collected and research contributions from the illustrative studies that provide strongly differing viewpoints,
- the author’s assessment of lessons learned and future directions for mixed-methods RCTs, and
an appendix with examples of ongoing studies using mixed methods.

New Hope stands out in several respects as the best current example illustrating the utility of multiple-methods RCTs. The New Hope multiple-methods data collections were numerous, well designed, and methodologically diverse. It is also important to note that the use of these data in the analyses has been well documented and directed toward diverse audiences. Journal articles have addressed key research issues. Books have been published entirely devoted to illustrating and using the associated multiple-methods data to address the questions cited previously. In addition, a summary book directed primarily toward policymakers makes use of the multiple-methods data to communicate an enriched, in-depth, and indelible understanding of the research results and analyses of policy options. For those desiring an understanding of the utility and inclusion of multiple-methods data in RCTs, reading this literature provides the best and most complete current source.

Each of the RCTs we describe has flaws in design, implementation, and analysis. Some of these flaws are inevitable parts of doing social experimentation. Others might be attributed to compressed time during planning and implementation or limited theoretical development and budgets. Hindsight is 20/20, yet reflecting on these flaws offers not only the opportunity to illustrate the complexity of designing RCTs and using multiple methods in the real world but also to learn from and improve future multiple-methods RCTs.

Finally, we have likely omitted articles, research, and viewpoints that could have improved this description. We hope that this effort will be seen as a starting point for an expanded discussion of multiple-methods RCTs in the research literature and that a richer and more diverse set of perspectives will emerge as a result.
The social science community, including the education research community, has conducted a long and messy debate about the appropriate role and priority that should be given to experimentation with random selection in funding research and development (R&D). This debate is intertwined with at least two other long-running discussions. The first is between the role and priority of “qualitative vs. quantitative” evidence. The second debate is about how best to arrive at reliable predictions for large-scale social or educational programs. The latter argument involves two important questions:

- Whether and under what conditions results from nonexperimental data can provide unbiased estimates of scaled-up effects of social and educational interventions/policies.
- Whether and how smaller scale experimentation, which cannot be generalized outside its specific context, can contribute to making reliable predictions for large-scale programs.

Turning small-scale interventions into large-scale interventions, or even implementing small-scale interventions in different contexts, can be problematic because results from small-scale RCTs cannot be generalized beyond the specific experimental population and context. Using small-scale experimental programs as a way to identify and design efficient large-scale social and educational programs still remains an elusive goal. RCTs with multiple methods can help address these debates and critical issues.

Methodological discussions were particularly intense in the educational research community in 2009 when the first edition of this guide went into print because of strong funding support that became available favoring experimentation. Intellectual leaders and researchers from several disciplines, the National Academy of Sciences, and federal policymakers in the Department of Education encouraged the use of RCTs as a high priority in R&D funding beginning around 2003 (Borman, 2002; Boruch, 1997; Chalmers, 2003; Cook, 2002, 2003; Duncan & Magnuson, 2003; Feuer, Towne, & Shavelson, 2002; Mosteller & Boruch, 2002; Raudenbush, 2005; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002; Shavelson & Towne, 2002; Slavin, 2002; Towne, Shavelson, & Feuer, 2001). This movement generated heated deliberations centering on the role of experimental and nonexperimental research and qualitative and quantitative evidence in R&D funding and in improving long-term policies in education (see, e.g., Eisenhart, 2005, 2006; Eisenhart & Towne, 2003; Howe, 1998, 2004; Maxwell, 2004).

Angrist (2004) provided an interesting history of this line of argument and suggested a set of analytical techniques in evaluating RCTs that address some inevitable flaws in design and execution. However, the debate between the utility of experimental and nonexperimental evidence
considerably predate this flare-up (see, e.g., Chen & Rossi, 1983; Cook & Campbell, 1979; Cronbach & Shapiro, 1982; Heckman & Smith, 1995; Mosteller, 1995).

Multiple-methods RCTs address many issues relevant to these debates. Multiple-methods RCTs represent an evolution from “black box” experimentation—whose only purpose is to measure the impact of a particular intervention—to combining quantitative and qualitative research methods that allow researchers to address a broader set of questions (see the Introduction, pp. 1–3). This can considerably enhance the scientific and policy value of RCTs. Using multiple-methods RCTs addresses the questions cited in the Introduction by

• incorporating methods of data collection, commonly referred to as “qualitative,” that become indispensable and powerful tools within an RCT for understanding why and how the effects (or lack of effects) of an intervention occur and why effects differ among participants;

• using these qualitative data to explore and predict how results are sensitive to contextual effects, thereby improving predictions of effects in different and/or larger scale settings;

• providing opportunities to compare and contrast experimental and nonexperimental measurements and test hypotheses as to why such results differ, thereby potentially improving the methods and reliability of nonexperimental analyses; and

• focusing attention of the research not only on whether an intervention works but why it works, thereby contributing to building more general theories that can improve predictions in all settings and better prioritize what future experimentation to fund.

Multiple-methods RCTs are a partial response to a long-recognized need for theory-driven experimentation aimed not only at accurate measurements of interventions but also at accounting for why and how effects occur (Chen & Rossi, 1983; Cook, 2002; Cook & Campbell, 1979; Cronbach & Shapiro, 1982; Donaldson, 2007; Duncan & Magnuson, 2003; Heckman & Smith, 1995; Raudenbush, 2005; Romic, 2006; Walshe, 2007). Theory development is a critical complementary process because successful theories can dramatically reduce the need for experimentation and allow better priorities to be assigned to future experimentation. Without the parallel development of theories, the process of experimentation will not converge but will instead lead to choosing from an infinite number of possible experiments.

Multiple-methods RCTs can also help address whether results of measurements using nonexperimental data are reliable, why results may differ between experimental and nonexperimental measurements, and under what conditions nonexperimental results are more reliable. For instance, contextual effects can explain differences between experimental and nonexperimental measurements, and multiple methods within RCTs can expand the range of contextual factors that can be tested for their influence. In this and other ways, multiple-methods RCTs can help sort and integrate the large body of nonexperimental research with experimental research. In the end, scientific consensus requires that researchers explain and reconcile both experimental and nonexperimental measurements. Multiple methods can not only help reconcile these measurements but also improve the reliability of nonexperimental measurements, thus helping to form scientific consensus.

Multiple-methods RCTs may represent a significant advance that uses complementary approaches in the pursuit of scientific knowledge, similar to those described by Salomon (1991), by (a) helping to address persisting questions and arguments in the research community, (b) developing stronger social and educational theories, (c) reconciling experimental and nonexperimental measurements, and (d) enabling improved external validity and better predictions of social and educational policies. Certainly, multiple-methods RCTs will also have some significant limitations, mostly due to their increased costs and complexity. More experience is needed to test whether their potential contributions can be realized. Thus, RCTs with multiple methods do not ensure termination of the methodological and R&D policy debates (Howe, 2004), but the way forward is further illuminated.

Recent research is pointing to the increasing importance and value of RCTs using multiple methods in educational and social interventions to account for current patterns of results. More specifically:

• About 9 in 10 of the 90 studies funded by the Institute of Education Sciences using RCTs exclusively to evaluate educational interventions produced weak or null results (Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy, 2013).

• Most interventions that show stronger initial effects often have substantially reduced longer term effects (Bailey, Watts, Littlefield, & Geary, 2014).

• Wide-ranging noncognitive factors are increasingly being introduced to partially account for educational outcomes.

RCTs without mixed methods provide no basis for explaining the outcome of a particular intervention. However, interventions without mixed methods still provide the basis for theories explaining the pattern of results across many RCTs. Bailey, Duncan, Odgers, and Yu (in press) and
Greenberg (in press) advance a “theory” of interventions aimed at accounting for the failure of most interventions to measure short-term effects as well as why short-term effects often fade out in the long term. Developing better theories will require both explaining patterns of results across many interventions without mixed methods as well as more interventions with mixed methods.

Finally, recent research suggests that a wide range of noncognitive skills may partially account for short- and long-term math, reading, and other educational outcomes (Blair, 2002; Diamond, 2010; Heckman, Stixrud, & Urzua, 2006; Kautz, Heckman, Diris, Ter Weel, & Borghans, 2014). These skills include executive function (Duncan, Dowsett, et al., 2007), self-regulation (Blair & Diamond, 2008; Moffitt et al., 2011), working memory (Meyer, Salimpoor, Wu, Geary, & Menon, 2010), visuospatial memory (Grissmer, Grimm, Aiyer, Murrah, & Steele, 2010; Lubinski, 2010; National Research Council, 2006) and early comprehension (Grissmer et al., 2010; Hirsh, 2003), mindset (Dweck, 2006), grit (Duckworth & Gross, 2014), and social-psychological interventions designed to increase motivation (Hulleman, Godes, Hendricks, & Harackiewicz, 2010; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). Measuring these skills and accounting for their role in improving educational outcomes will require the collection of mixed-methods data.

**Note.** Each of the following chapters is related to one of the five boxes shown in the chart that accompanies this report.
Construct an Intervention X to be tested by a study

- What does theory suggest would be effective?

This is the first question to undertake when thinking about conducting a multiple-methods RCT. It is critical from the start to think about the possible theories that might explain (a) why effects are expected, (b) why such effects might be different across participants, (c) whether results are sensitive to contextual factors, and (d) how to design an experiment that provides the information needed to refine and improve the intervention and why and how such effects might change when scaled up. Thinking through the alternate possible causal mechanisms and how and why such mechanisms might produce effects leads inevitably to the use of multiple methods.

In the present context, a theory can range from simple hypotheses to much more complex sets of interacting causal mechanisms that provide an explanation of why and how the measured effects occur. Sometimes there is no direct link to a theory that might apply to a potential intervention. Rather, unique hypotheses or theories might need to be developed for specific interventions. Burton, Goodlad, and Croft (2006) and Tilley (2004) provided clear examples of the range of simpler hypotheses that might account for the results of their crime prevention experiments and why such hypotheses are critical in research. Romich (2006) suggested ways in which social policy experiments can advance theory-based knowledge in child development. Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2007) explicitly stated four hypotheses that might account for the mechanisms involved in how neighborhoods impact adult labor market outcomes. Cohen, Raudenbush, and Ball (2003) presented a theoretical approach to modeling the relationship between educational resources and achievement, focusing on a casual role for instruction.

Project STAR’s first publication suggested three ways in which class size may affect achievement: enhancing teacher morale, improving the number and quality of student–teacher interactions, or improving student engagement (Finn & Achilles, 1990). Evidence collected in the experiment included teacher surveys and logs and observational data suggesting greater fourth-grade student engagement for those in smaller K–3 classes (Finn & Achilles, 1999). Multiple-methods data collected from teacher aides also helped address why teacher aides in larger classes did not have statistically significant effects compared with large classes with no aides (Finn & Achilles, 1999; Gerber, Finn, Achilles, & Boyd-Zaharias, 2001).

Investment in theories can have low payoff if the measurements that theories are developed to predict are not accurate. Perhaps the most important role of an
RCT is to provide more accurate measurements that make development of increasingly refined theories productive (Heckman & Smith, 1995). Project STAR’s compelling experimental evidence spawned a rich theoretical literature directed toward understanding the causative mechanisms that created these effects. Research studies spanning several disciplines suggested hypotheses about classroom processes and parental effects that might account for achievement gains in small classes (Blatchford, 2003, 2005; Blatchford, Bassett, & Brown, 2005; Blatchford, Bassett, Goldstein, & Martin, 2003; Blatchford, Goldstein, & Mortimore, 1998; Blatchford & Martin, 1998; Bonesrenning, 2004; Boozer & Cacciola, 2001; Bosker, 1998; Bosworth & Caliendo, 2007; Datar & Mason, 2008; Finn, Pannozzo, & Achilles, 2003; Grissmer, 1999; Hattie, 2005; Lazear, 2001; Webbink, 2005). This literature is one of the best examples of theory development to explain an experimental effect. Such a literature can help specify what additional RCTs might be pivotal in deciding among theories and can help eliminate many areas of experimentation that would not make any contributions.

New Hope was partly built on an hypothesis that working at least 30 hours a week over a 3-year period (if supplemented by additional health, income, and child care benefits) could lift individuals who were not working or whose earnings were below the poverty line into lives of more stable employment and increased wages. These outcomes would then improve participants’ lives and the lives of their children over a longer term (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007). The primary initial experimental measures focused on labor force behavior, and the results showed statistically significant effects for the treatment group. However, the researchers were initially puzzled by several issues. The control group participants made substantial employment and wage gains that did not depend on their having received New Hope benefits, and these gains were much larger than the incremental gains of New Hope recipients. Moreover, many eligible for New Hope benefits did not use them, or used them only sporadically. These results were inconsistent with the project’s theoretical framework, and if not for multiple-methods data, New Hope would have left only unanswered questions and small contributions to theory and policy.

However, the multiple-methods data collections in New Hope enabled substantial contributions to understanding and designing new policies for welfare, child care, health, education, and employment to improve the lives of the working poor. Refocusing on wider outcome measures for working mothers with children enabled the development of theories that helped explain (a) the experimental results, (b) why this pattern of results emerged, (c) why benefit use was much lower than expected, (d) why New Hope made the difference for some but not for others, (e) why control group participants made such large gains, (f) why effects for boys more than for girls were particularly large and sustained in achievement and behavior, (g) why more flexible menus of benefits might have enhanced effects, (h) what kinds of targeting would have improved efficiency and why, and (i) what key contextual factors and other issues present in Wisconsin would need to be addressed in any large-scale statewide or national interventions (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007; Huston et al., 2001; Yoshikawa, Weisner, & Lowe, 2006).

Besides its contribution to policy related to the working poor, New Hope serves as perhaps the best current model for designing, utilizing, and documenting multiple methods in RCTs and in illustrating that simple theories will be inadequate in predicting the complexity and often chaotic lives of this population. This contribution to research methodology and theory building may be its most important and longest lasting legacy. Multiple methods were used extensively in the following ways: (a) a comprehensive set of outcome measures using surveys and testing; (b) in-depth interviews with participants, their children, and the children’s teachers; and (c) an ethnographic study of 44 families during and after the experiment. Moreover, the design, analyses, and documentation of New Hope multiple-methods data extended beyond academic journals, with separate documents designed for researchers and policy audiences. For example, Yoshikawa et al. (2006) provided a volume of studies using multiple-methods data to address research questions, while Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) directed their work to both policy and research audiences.

Researchers pursued the Moving to Opportunity (MTO) experiment because results from scores of nonexperimental studies suggested that living in poor neighborhoods may adversely affect a wide range of adult and child outcomes. The results, however, elicited concern about the high correlation of neighborhood characteristics with individual, family, and school characteristics and the strong possibility of selectivity bias in nonexperimental measurements. Different theories about neighborhood effects also predicted opposite directions for the outcomes. Kling et al. (2007) stated the theoretical hypotheses as follows:

It is hard to judge from theory alone whether the externalities from having neighbors of higher socioeconomic status are predominately beneficial (based on social connections, positive role models, reduced exposure to violence, and more community resources), inconsequential (only family influences, genetic endowments, individual human capital investments, and the broader nonneighborhood social environment matter), or adverse (based on competition from advantaged peers and discrimination). (p. 84)
For instance, Wilson (1996) articulated a theory about why unemployment was high and wages were low for inner-city residents and the effect on neighborhoods of changes in job opportunities within and close to inner cities. The MTO experiment was designed to test, among other things, whether changing neighborhoods caused changing adult labor market outcomes and which theory better predicted the outcomes. Furthermore, it tested whether those outcomes improved, worsened, or did not change.

When the basic MTO experimental results showed no effect on adult labor market opportunities or children’s achievement from moving to better neighborhoods, researchers used multiple-methods data to explore the reason for the null labor market effects (Kling et al., 2007; Turney, Clampet-Lundquist, Edin, Kling, & Duncan, 2006). In the process, they discovered that large effects were registered on adult mental health measures and on behavioral measures for children. The use of multiple-methods data not only helped to explain null results on the original variables of primary interest but also to validate some theories while dismissing others. In addition, multiple-methods data enabled the identification of important outcomes not included in the original objectives. Clampet-Lundquist, Edin, Kling, and Duncan (2006) provided another example of using multiple-methods data to test four explicit hypotheses that might account for the positive behavioral effects shown for boys, but not for girls, in the MTO experiment.

• What is known from previous research?

Without a theory available to explain why differences are present, reviewing previous research has always been a difficult and nuanced task because of the almost universal disparity in outcomes present in previous studies. The critical question is how to distinguish among the studies—often among a multitude of studies—that could be relevant and how to synthesize these studies in the most meaningful way. For example, a long-running debate in education (mainly from the 1980s to early 2000s) addressed the effect of additional resources on educational outcomes. Several research studies used differing techniques to select and weigh the value of studies (including meta-analysis) to arrive at contrasting conclusions (Greenwald, Hedges, & Laine, 1996; Hanushek, 1997, 2002; Krueger, 2002, 2003).

A major motivating factor for RCTs and, in particular, for multiple-methods RCTs, is to move future literature reviews toward a scientific and/or policy consensus on a given question. The absence of consensus in previous nonexperimental studies has been a major motivating factor in moving toward experimentation. However, black box experimentation alone may not create either research or policy consensus because of the lack of generalizability of such experiments to different and larger scale settings and the inevitable flaws present in most social and educational experimentation. Consensus will require being able to explain why the current set of both experimental and nonexperimental measurements differ. Black box experimentation alone usually fails to provide evidence for why experimental and nonexperimental measurements are different, but multiple-methods data can provide considerable help in addressing these differences.

Four important reasons why previous results from various studies exploring the same phenomena can differ are

• methodological bias,
• the presence of contextual effects,
• differences in the characteristics of the population studied, and
• Structural or other changes in programs/interventions during scale-up such that predictions from smaller scale programs have little predictive accuracy.

Addressing potential bias requires a thorough knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses inherent in the various methodologies used in previous work.

A relatively new strategy groups studies into the following categories: experimental, quasi-experimental, “natural” experiments, and nonexperimental methods. Webbink (2005) provided an example of this type of review. However, within each of these categories there is usually wide variation in quality. Thus, simple categorization can be misleading. Duncan and Gibson-Davis (2006) and Duncan, Magnuson, and Ludwig (2004) provided advice on how to critique and interpret nonexperimental results. Cronbach and Shapiro (1982) and Heckman and Smith (1995) provided critiques of experimental studies. Cook, Shadish, and Wong (2005) compared and contrasted experimental and quasi-experimental results. Rosenzweig and Wolpin (2000) and O’Connor (2003) provided perspectives from developmental psychology and economics on the strengths and weaknesses inherent in natural experiments.

Multiple-methods RCTs should be designed to address and settle issues that prevent the establishment of consensus in a literature review. For instance, multiple-methods RCTs can provide evidence on contextual effects that help reconcile previous disparate results. It is also

The use of multiple-methods data not only helped to explain null results on the original variables of primary interest but also to validatesome theories while dismissing others.

Box 1: Motivating Policy/Research Questions
possible to design multiple-methods RCTs that incorporate a nonexperimental measurement. For example, although Project STAR did not incorporate a nonexperimental measurement component, two later studies chose nonexperimental samples from Tennessee and compared and contrasted experimental and nonexperimental measurements of particular outcomes. Krueger (1999) compared STAR experimental findings with results estimated nonexperimentally from the variation in large class sizes that show similar experimental and nonexperimental results. Using propensity scoring, Wilde and Hollister (2007) showed significant differences comparing experimental and nonexperimental results with a sample of Tennessee students outside the STAR experiment.

• Consider relevance for the population(s) of interest.

Using multiple methods in RCTs can be viewed as road testing a prototype intervention and can be initiated in the planning and design stage in the form of a “mini-efficacy trial.” The purpose is partly to obtain feedback from the population of interest about their attitudes, reactions, or predictions, as well as to suggest changes to a particular intervention. Another rationale for an efficacy trial would be to determine the groups that should be targeted for inclusion in a study.

Techniques such as focus groups, interviews, and surveys of a sample of participants might be appropriate for the planning stage of a multiple-methods RCT. Focus groups allow for exploring the appropriateness of the intervention, an array of participant reactions, potential new design features, and more. Interviews can allow a two-way conversation focusing on these same topics. Surveys can be less expensive when larger samples are required, but they lack the flexibility for unstructured feedback. Brock, Doolittle, Fellerath, and Wiseman (1997) and Poglinco, Brash, and Granger (1998) provided an example of using multiple methods in an efficacy trial on a small population of potential participants in New Hope during the extensive preplanning for the major study.
Box 2: Desirability/Feasibility of an RCT Study

Desirability

• Is Intervention X well-enough developed/defined to warrant a controlled study, or are efficacy studies needed first to clarify constructs and establish the basic efficacy of the proposed interventions?

Making a decision whether to proceed first with a small-scale efficacy trial or a larger and more formally structured RCT is based on development of a theory, the review of the literature, and the use of multiple methods in the planning and design stage. Since RCTs, especially multiple-methods RCTs, are substantially more costly and require much more planning than efficacy trials, conducting efficacy trials prior to multiple-methods RCTs is likely to become the rule rather than the exception. Efficacy trials not only establish viability for an intervention—and provide potential redesign and retargeting insights to make it more effective—but also allow field testing for multiple-methods data collections and eventual redesign. Multiple methods may be as important to efficacy trials as they are to structured RCTs (see the previous section, Consider Relevance for the Population(s) of Interest, p. 10). For instance, Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, pp. 23–26) described their 50-participant pilot project and adjustments made in the later intervention as a result of the pilot. According to the researchers, the pilot project seemed crucial to understanding the population of interest and matching the program benefits to that population.

• Are the results generated likely to be worth the expense?

This question can be viewed in two different contexts: the R&D or scientific context and the policy context. The R&D or scientific questions address whether a particular intervention is a sound use of R&D funds. In this context, the normal scientific criteria used in peer reviews are relevant to evaluate proposed RCTs or other research approaches. An increasingly important question will be how a multiple-methods RCT will contribute to testing a particular theory or set of theoretical hypotheses. Without multiple methods, it will often be difficult to provide a strong argument about why an RCT would contribute to theory. Without multiple methods, it will often be difficult to provide a strong argument about why an RCT would contribute to theory. If the only outcome is the measurement of the intervention effect—even if done with a sound design—the contribution to theory will often be minimal. A sound design for a multiple-methods RCT that addresses the questions cited in the Introduction can significantly enhance the scientific value of a research proposal. In contrast, it may be increasingly difficult to...
make the scientific case for black box RCTs due to their limited contributions to theory and inability to provide explanations for disparate results from previous studies.

With regard to the policy context, the researcher must determine the value of the intervention—if successful—to society. The questions that arise in this context are not only costs versus benefits that would result from a successfully scaled-up intervention but also the chances that a successful small-scale intervention could be widely scaled up without a significant deterioration of effects. These questions are more difficult to address with black box RCTs than with multiple-methods RCTs. The latter methods provide much more information about potential scale-up issues arising from contextual effects, how to target an intervention to the population showing larger effects, and how to redesign the intervention to make it more effective. Again, black box RCTs have less policy value when compared with a feasible multiple-methods RCT.

Perhaps more than any other single publication, the study by Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2005) should be read by those researchers and policymakers who question the scientific and/or policy value of funding multiple methods in RCTs. We cited this article in the Introduction, but the article goes on to elaborate in more detail how in-depth interviews influenced their research:

Our qualitative fieldwork had a profound impact on our MTO research. First it caused us to refocus our quantitative data collection strategy on a substantially different set of outcomes. In particular, our original research design concentrated on the outcomes most familiar to labor economists: the earnings and job training patterns of MTO adults and the school experiences of their children. Our qualitative interviews led us to believe that MTO was producing substantial utility gains for treatment families, but primarily in domains such as safety and health that were not included in our original data collection plan. In our subsequent quantitative work, we found the largest program effects in the domains suggested by the qualitative interviews [italics added].

Second, our qualitative strategy led us to develop an overall conceptual framework for thinking about the mechanisms through which changes in outcomes due to moves out of high poverty areas might occur. Our conversations with MTO mothers were dominated by their powerful descriptions of their fear that their children would become victims of violence if they remained in high poverty housing projects. . . . This fear appeared to be having a significant impact on the overall sense of well-being of these mothers, and it was so deep-seated that their entire daily routine was focused on keeping their children safe. . . . We hypothesized that the need to live life on the watch may have broad implications for the future prospects of these families.

Third, our fieldwork has given us a deep understanding of the institutional details of the MTO program. This understanding has helped us to make judgments regarding the external validity of our MTO findings, particularly regarding the relevance of our results to the regular Section 8 program. In addition, this understanding has prevented us from making some significant errors in interpreting our quantitative results [italics added].

Fourth, by listening to MTO families talk about their lives, we learned a series of lessons that have important implications for housing policy. For many of the things we learned, it is hard to imagine any other data collection strategy that would have led to these insights [italics added]. (pp. 244–245)

Feasibility

• Are the factors of interest amenable to experimental manipulation and control in the real world?

Can a particular intervention be successfully tested in an experimental framework? Social and educational experiments inevitably depart from ideal experimental conditions. These departures can sometimes seriously mitigate the scientific advantages that are inherent in ideal experiments.

Gueron (2002), who had 30 years of experience at the Manpower Demonstration Corporation (which pioneered large-scale social welfare experimentation), provided the best resource for understanding the complexity of actually doing an RCT. Her article covers most of the real-world constraints and limitations that can compromise the internal validity of such efforts. Gueron (2003, 2007) also provided unique perspectives on both the difficulty and the utility of doing social welfare experiments.

Heckman and Smith (1995) examined a group of social experiments that measured the impacts of job-training programs conducted in the 1980s and early 1990s. One of their conclusions is that significant deviations from experimental conditions destroyed much of the scientific value of the results. These deviations were often peculiar to particular experiments, but their article identified and characterized many of the vulnerabilities inherent in social experiments. As a result, it is important to assess the susceptibility of a proposed intervention to the potential vulnerabilities that have plagued social experiments such as those described by Heckman and Smith.

It is important to assess the susceptibility of a proposed intervention to the potential vulnerabilities that have plagued social experiments
Another potential vulnerability in experimentation is that the “signal-to-noise ratio” will turn out to be too small for successful measurement. In any intervention, there is an unbiased effect size (i.e., the signal), which in the absence of any noise (i.e., bias, errors, and uncertainties created by a finite sample) would emerge from an RCT. Yet, there are always conditions that will introduce noise. Some of this noise can be predicted and limited by the selection of sampling parameters. However, such an analysis can only take account of sampling uncertainty and cannot fully take into account the inevitable other sources of noise from random sources and flaws present in social experiments.

In order to have successful RCTs, it is necessary for the signal to emerge clearly from the noise (a favorable signal-to-noise ratio). Since the amount of noise is always uncertain, a researcher would optimally like to create an intervention with a large signal. Two factors often control and limit the strength of the signal in an experiment. The first is that the costs of the experiment will usually increase with larger variations in the treatment. For example, the cost to the state of Tennessee for Project STAR was about $13 million to sustain class size differences of 24 versus 16 pupils per class over 4 years. The costs were nearly proportional to the level of class size reduction. Although smaller reductions would cost much less, it is unlikely that a class size reduction of two to four students (a small signal) per class would have produced such definitive results.

The second factor limiting signal strength is that large variations can generate political problems arising from inequitable treatment of test and control participants (Gueron, 2002). As a result of such large differences in class sizes maintained over 4 years, parents of pupils assigned to large classes started lobbying for their children to participate in the experimental classes. Some parental opposition was mitigated by randomly dividing the large classes into two groups, with teacher aides in one group, leaving a smaller group of children without benefit. However, about 15% of the children assigned to large classes appeared in small classes over the course of the experiment—likely due to parental pressure (Finn & Achilles, 1999). Thus, large signals may also cause some compromise in the integrity of the experiment.

It is thus important to consider potential reactions of participants in the control group. For instance, Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, pp. 42–43) described the reactions of some New Hope participants to being assigned to the control group. Randomization was clearly described to participants from the beginning of their potential involvement. The researchers explained that although some participants would not receive New Hope’s additional benefits, no participants would lose any benefits as a result of the experiment. Nevertheless, some participants who “lost” the lottery were disgruntled and painted a negative picture of the program to the researchers.

- Can an RCT be conducted without encountering ethical constraints?

Any social or educational experiment will have to balance the potential benefits of carrying out the experiment with the possible costs to participants. This balancing is ultimately evaluated by human subjects review boards that have the independence and authority to protect research participants. However, because this balancing is often difficult and not straightforward, studies involving any significant costs to participants or possible ethical issues need early review by such boards.

Generally, the limitations on experiments imposed by ethical considerations and review boards would be predicted to cause some compromises to ideal experimental conditions. Gueron (2002) provided a real-world perspective on the ethical issues that arose in carrying out over 2 decades of social welfare experimentation, as well as some necessary compromises that sometimes limit internal and external validity. Often, these compromises can be addressed analytically in a way that still maintains the advantage inherent in random assignment. Angrist (2004) illustrated analytical methodologies that address noncompliance in treatment groups and crossovers from control groups. These techniques allow some flexibility in service denial or compelling participation without undue compromise in measuring and interpreting effects from random assignment experiments.

- Is it likely that the study would gain the necessary cooperation and enough recruits to be assigned randomly to treatment conditions?

Project STAR was mandated by the Tennessee legislature. Schools with at least three kindergarten classes were invited to participate (this eliminated smaller schools from consideration). About 100 schools volunteered to partake in the randomization of children to classes, and 79 schools were selected to participate. Project STAR was conducted prior to the need for parental permission for children’s involvement in research, so during the experiment virtually all students entering kindergarten in these schools took part, as did all students entering these schools in Grades 1–3. Given the compressed time available for planning Project STAR, and had the project been conducted more recently, it is possible that parental permission would have been a significant obstacle to carrying out the experiment.
This likely would have introduced limitations on external validity and potential selectivity bias.

Unlike Project STAR, many experiments do not have a state mandate for participation. There are three main considerations in assessing whether sufficient numbers of participants can be recruited:

- Can a sufficient number of volunteers be obtained for the participation “lottery”?
- Will a sufficient number of lottery “winners”—those assigned to the experimental condition—actually use the benefits offered?
- How different (selective) will the volunteers and those using benefits be from the actual population of interest?

Both MTO and New Hope encountered some difficulty not only in recruiting “volunteers” for the lottery but also in having participants (compliers) in the treatment group actually take advantage of the benefits offered.

Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, pp. 36–41) described a year-long effort to recruit 1,357 participants to New Hope and the subsequent effort to understand why some participants did not take full advantage of the project benefits. Although New Hope participants ended up approximately matching the racial/ethnic characteristics of a national sample of working poor individuals, participants’ choice to take part likely made them somewhat different from those who did not volunteer based on other characteristics. Those who became eligible for New Hope benefits ended up using those benefits less than expected. Fortunately, the original sample was large enough (1,357) to allow a focus on working mothers (745)—the group that used benefits most often and accounted for much of the program effects. Because the subgroups of primary interest often emerge only after initial analysis, larger samples offer some insurance against this problem of lower than expected utilization.

Moving to Opportunity was carried out in five cities and recruited individuals from public housing in high-poverty areas. Individuals who volunteered may have been more motivated to move out of public housing. Over a 4-year period, over 4,000 families volunteered for the program. Of those who were randomly assigned to the treatment, about 47% actually moved (Kling et al., 2007). Clearly, self-selection of volunteers into the lottery group and further selectivity in the treatment group have the potential to bias experimental results and limit generalizability. Heckman and Smith (1995) provided further examples of this kind of selection bias in job training experiments.

- Will funding be sufficient to support an RCT design with adequate statistical power?

Multiple-methods RCTs can be significantly more costly than black box experimentation. For instance, larger sample sizes are often required to measure whether effects differ across participants with different characteristics. Further, the additional data collection required in multiple-methods RCTs can add significant costs. In the longer term, the benefits derived from multiple-methods RCTs can be substantial because the derived theories can more efficiently guide future experimentation. In the short run, however, they will increase R&D costs. These additional costs may represent a significant barrier to proposing multiple methods—especially between black box RCTs and multiple-methods RCTs—in the absence of firm guidance from funding agencies about their priorities.

A power analysis is the usual method used to determine the number of participants required to measure different effect sizes with various degrees of certainty. It is always difficult to incorporate the wide range of possible factors that can introduce additional uncertainty and bias into any social experiment. Yet failure to incorporate these factors can make experiments too weak to measure desired effects accurately. Often it is the case that experimental effects are widely and unpredictably different across participants, and the major contribution of the study is to examine what is causing the effects in a subpopulation of interest. Sample sizes larger than those dictated by power analysis provide some assurance that such effects can be studied.

New Hope had a board of directors whose responsibility was partly to garner necessary funding to carry out the project. Although funding was obtained to initiate the program, additional funding for various research components was added during and after the experiment. In the end, over 50 different foundations, government agencies, and businesses provided financial support for New Hope. The original funding to support a target population of about 1,200 allowed the experiment to start. However, additional funding supported a “family” study that incorporated multiple methods into the data collection. About two thirds of the participants of the family study were individuals with children—making the sample adequate for studying this population (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007). The later funding of this

The benefits derived from multiple-methods RCTs can be substantial because the derived theories can more efficiently guide future experimentation. In the short run, however, they will increase R&D costs.
sample proved crucial in making the entire experiment so valuable. Multiple-methods RCTs will be more likely to provide “unexpected” results and/or discover unanticipated opportunities than black box experimentation that would require added funding to exploit. In Project STAR, MTO, and New Hope, later funding to refocus study objectives, explore hypotheses in more detail, or do longer term follow-ups was crucial to their scientific and policy utility.

Occasionally, funding can be generous. Project STAR was funded by the state of Tennessee as part of a compromise that delayed the institution of smaller class sizes statewide until the completion of the study (Ritter & Boruch, 1999). The $13 million needed to fund the study was a small proportion of the costs of implementing a policy of smaller classes statewide. This experiment represented a compromise between implementing an expensive statewide program and funding an experiment. In such circumstances, the sums needed for experimentation looked small to legislators but large to researchers. This sum supported very large sample sizes (over 6,000 in the kindergarten cohort) and extensive multiple-methods data collection. Project STAR encountered much more difficulty later in raising the smaller amounts of funding required for long-term follow-ups.

• Will I know afterward what conditions are necessary for the intervention to be effective?

One of the major vulnerabilities of black box experimentation is that it often provides little power for predicting effects in different contexts, in generalizing to different populations, or in scaling up programs. One of the major advantages of multiple-methods experimentation is an increased ability to estimate how impacts might change in different contexts, populations, and scaled-up versions. Perhaps the major reason for doing multiple-methods RCTs is the ubiquity of contextual effects in social and educational interventions and the need to develop theories that can make better predictions that apply to different contexts and populations.

The California Class Size Reduction initiative, which was partly motivated by Project STAR (and a huge one-time budget surplus in California), is being used as the poster child for the lack of predictability from contextual and scaled-up effects. Project STAR was not a small-scale experiment but rather a fully scaled-up experiment involving 79 schools and over 12,000 children (Finn & Achilles, 1999). Much was learned from Project STAR that could guide policy and implementation in other states. Three important lessons were the following:

• Three to 4 years of small classes, starting with kindergarten, were needed for long-term effects.

• Effects were much larger for minority and disadvantaged children.

• The teachers in Project STAR were not newly recruited but were drawn from the pool of existing experienced teachers.

California mandated class size reductions statewide from around 30 to 20 pupils per class in Grades K–3 beginning in 1996 (Bohnhstedt & Stecher, 2002). The legislation passed one month before the start of school, along with strong monetary incentives for immediate implementation and a set of rules governing implementation. These rules stated that before second-grade classes could be reduced, implementation should begin in first grade and be completed for all students. Likewise, second-grade implementation had to be completed before either kindergarten or third-grade classes were reduced. These rules meant that kindergarten classes were not reduced until much later in the process and that most children in the first few years had less than 3–4 years of consecutively smaller classes. The program was not targeted to minority or disadvantaged children but rather to all children in Grades K–3.

The reduction placed a huge immediate demand on a teacher labor market unable to enhance the supply of teachers in the short run. Newly recruited teachers were often inexperienced and lacked certification, and classroom space was less than ideal. An evaluation concluded that the reductions had small effects on achievement in the short run (Bohnhstedt & Stecher, 2002) and cited these contextual effects as a possible explanation for the results. Jepsen and Rivkin (2002) did a longer term evaluation and found somewhat larger effects.

Unlike Tennessee, California did not prudently phase in the program beginning in kindergarten so that all children would experience 3–4 years of smaller classes, nor did they target the intervention to minority and disadvantaged children. This failure to phase in the program slowly led to shortages of teachers and classroom space and smaller short-term effects from children receiving only 1–2 years of smaller classes. Another unintended side effect of the California initiative was that the number of combination classes (more than one grade
taught in a classroom) increased, and analysis of effects for these children showed negative results (Sims, 2004). Haste in implementation also failed to ensure that sufficient data were collected and available to provide unbiased measurements of short-term effects. For instance, comparable test scores were not available for the years prior to the experiment, and thus the evaluation lacked a critical source of comparative evidence. An unintended consequence of the rush to small classes and not targeting treatment to specific populations was that many high-quality teachers in central city schools left for the suddenly available jobs in suburban schools. Inner-city schools not only had to recruit teachers to reduce class size but also had to fill additional vacancies caused by those moving to suburban schools. These changes meant it was impossible to predict California effects from Project STAR effects or to provide unbiased measurements of the short-term effects of small classes in California.

In the case of MTO, there were no significant effects on the primary measures of employment, wages, and children’s achievement. Turney et al. (2006) explored with multiple-methods data what might explain the null labor force effects and under what conditions positive effects might have been expected.

Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, chap. 5) used multiple-methods data to investigate why the impact on some New Hope participants was high while on others it was low. Part of this difference was predicted by the context of participants’ lives. For some, their lives were dominated by serious obstacles like domestic abuse or addiction that prevented them from taking advantage of New Hope’s benefits. For these participants, the conditions necessary for effective intervention would have involved addressing those issues. For other participants, mainly men and women without families, use of benefits was low, and many were able to make significant labor market gains without New Hope. New Hope women with children had conditions in their lives that allowed them to make the most of New Hope benefits, including improved and reliable child care and health care, which enabled them to make gains for themselves and their children.
Considerations for Internal Validity

- What factors led to Intervention X working? Failing?
- What factors led to Intervention X working for some groups and not others?

Project STAR’s first publication hypothesized that reduced class size would affect achievement in at least one of three ways: by enhancing teacher morale, increasing student–teacher interactions, and increasing student engagement (Finn & Achilles, 1990). Later analysis of fourth-grade-level teacher and classroom data supported the student engagement hypotheses over the other two (Finn et al., 2003). In its aftermath, Project STAR appears to have spawned a rich theoretical literature and set of research studies spanning several disciplines that suggest hypotheses and theories about classroom processes and parental effects that might account for achievement gains in small classes (Blatchford, 2003, 2005; Blatchford et al., 1998, 2003, 2005; Blatchford & Martin, 1998; Bonesrønning, 2004; Boozer & Cacciola, 2001; Bosker, 1998; Bosworth & Caliendo, 2007; Datar & Mason, 2008; Finn et al., 2003; Grissmer, 1999; Hattie, 2005; Webbink, 2005). This literature serves as an example of developing theories to explain an experimental effect and what such theories can look like. For instance, this work lent some support to the hypothesis that increased time spent by teachers with individual students in small classes might explain part of the intervention effect.

Project STAR also found larger short-term effects for minority and low-income children (Finn & Achilles, 1990, 1999; Krueger, 1999). Although at eighth grade, the reported long-term effects were somewhat mixed on whether there were differential achievement effects for minority and low-income students (Finn & Achilles, 1999; Krueger & Whitmore, 2001; Nye, Hedges, & Konstantopoulos, 2000a, 2002, 2004), minority and low-income students were significantly more likely than similar students in large classes to take college admission tests, graduate from high school, and enroll in advanced courses (Finn, Gerber, Achilles, & Boyd-Zaharias, 2001; Finn, Gerber, & Boyd-Zaharias, 2005; Krueger & Whitmore, 2001). Evidence does indicate that teachers spend more time involved in one-on-one interactions with students in small classes (Blatchford et al., 2003).

Grissmer (1999) suggested that short-term differential effects may be due to increased individual teacher time devoted to minority and low-income students in smaller classrooms that compensate for lack of parental time with children on school-related topics. The lack of class size effect for more advantaged students may be due to shifts in parental time and resources in response to class size. For instance, parents may devote more time when class sizes are larger. Datar and Mason (2008) and Bonesrønning (2004) explored whether increased class size influenced types of parental behaviors. Ideally, Project STAR would have collected mixed-methods data from parents to assess whether parental time spent with children on school topics
is different across racial and socioeconomic status (SES) groups and whether parental time and resources change in response to changes in class size.

Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007), Yoshikawa et al. (2006), and Weisner (2005) provided the richest examples in the literature of how data collected with multiple methods can be used to provide explanations and refine theoretical hypotheses about results. Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, chap. 5) explained through the use of multiple-methods data why some participants took more advantage of benefits and made larger gains in income or employment than others. Another significant portion of participants eligible for benefits was not constrained in their economic life by factors that the benefits could address. For instance, among women with children, the data suggest that about 20% of families had problems (drugs, alcohol, domestic abuse, etc.) that could not be addressed by the New Hope benefits offered. They suggested that boys’ existing higher levels of risk, especially in poor neighborhoods, may have led parents to favor providing more and better day care and after-school activities for boys than for girls (as indicated by higher enrollment for boys than for girls).

The MTO experiment produced no significant effects on participants’ earning and labor force behavior or achievement scores of their children (Kling et al., 2007; Sanbonmatsu, Kling, Duncan, & Brooks-Gunn, 2006). Turney et al. (2000) used multiple-methods data to develop hypotheses as to why earnings and employment did not change much in response to the intervention. Unanticipated effects that were large and significant occurred for mental health measures of adults’ and children’s behavior (Kling et al., 2007). For instance, Clampet-Lundquist et al. (2006) used multiple-methods data in the MTO experiment to try to explain differences in behavioral effects for boys and girls.

In some of these instances, the researchers collected data well into and after the experiment that were not part of the original design to further explore causal mechanisms and differential effect sizes by group. Although some multiple methods can be built into the design of RCTs, it may also be efficient to institute a flexible response capability that allows for introducing new multiple-methods data collections in response to early RCT findings, especially if such findings are unexpected. In some cases, it is even possible to follow up with participants long after the end of the experiment to explore theoretical hypotheses. For instance, in Project STAR, while follow-up measurements included effects on high school graduation, taking college entrance exams, and advanced courses, no follow-up has thus far tried to collect data that would attempt to explain what differences between individuals in small and large class sizes might explain these long-term effects.

Although some multiple methods can be built into the design of RCTs, it may also be efficient to institute a flexible response capability that allows for introducing new multiple-methods data collections in response to early RCT findings, especially if such findings are unexpected.

Include collection of baseline demographic and other measures to confirm that randomization was accomplished.

Randomization will still leave differences in average characteristics of treatment and control groups. Establishing baseline characteristics of the treatment and control groups can identify those characteristics when average differences do exist. If there are such differences, it would be important to include variables for those characteristics in equations estimating treatment effects.

Although Project STAR shows that the average demographic characteristics of treatment and control groups were similar, it would have been desirable to collect baseline test score data at the beginning of kindergarten. In New Hope, researchers collected tracking data on work, benefit usage, and supplementary income and state benefit use from the beginning of the experiment and showed balance between test and control groups. However, the first extended comprehensive survey was not conducted until 2 years after random assignment, when more detailed analysis of the results of randomization could be checked.

Use structured interviews and/or surveys to (a) assess fidelity of implementation, (b) document the existence of local policies and practices that might affect the outcomes of interest, and (c) document changes that occurred before and during the study (i.e., "history").
Use interviews or surveys to learn how subjects experienced the intervention.

In Project STAR, researchers annually captured the experiences of K–3 teachers and teacher aides with time logs and a year-end survey that asked about their experiences in small and large classes. Researchers also asked fourth-grade teachers to assess the learning behaviors of each child in the experiment. Gerber et al. (2001) offered an analysis of time logs for teacher aides in the experiment, and Finn and Achilles (1999) supplied an analysis of teachers’ assessments of learning behaviors at fourth grade for each child. The latter data revealed that teachers had more positive perceptions of their students’ learning behaviors if their students had been in smaller classes in previous grades. Data collections and their analyses were invaluable in developing theories and hypotheses about why regular-sized classes with teacher aides did not have significant achievement effects and why small classes did have effects. It would also have been valuable to have captured data from children and their parents about their experiences in small and large classes. In addition, it would have been beneficial to have collected data from control and experimental groups in high school and beyond that could help explain why long-term effects persisted and why particularly large positive differences in high school graduation occurred for minority groups.

New Hope collected interview data with participants in the second year and at long-term follow-up 5 and 8 years after initiation. More important, researchers initiated an intensive sub-study during the experiment that involved the 745 participants with children to look at family effects and effects on children’s school performance (standardized assessments in mathematics and reading) and behavior. This opportunistic sub-study provided in-depth information about how parents and children experienced and changed as a result of the intervention. It incorporated the design and fielding of new surveys that included detailed information from parents about their children and also included interviews with children. In addition, children’s teachers completed surveys to report on performance and behavior.

Finally, researchers incorporated a unique ethnographic study that targeted 44 families. This study involved repeated visits and open-ended home interviews from 1998 to 2001 and again in 2004. Yoshikawa et al. (2006) provided 13 analyses of the ethnographic data by addressing a number of questions that illustrate the power of such data in understanding the lives and experiences of poor working mothers and their children. Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) presented an interpretation of results using ethnographic data as follows:

Two books and articles offer rich perspectives on the issues and analyses of specific RCTs with mixed-methods data. Yoshikawa et al. (2006) provided a detailed set of analyses and interpretations of mixed-methods data from New Hope that incorporated the ethnographic data. This volume is probably the single best resource for illustrating the value of mixed-methods data collection within a specific RCT. Weisner (2005) supplied a wider set of examples of RCTs that used mixed methods and the issues and analyses linked to inclusion of such data. These volumes consider the issues involved in the entire process, from data origination, to design of data collection instruments, to their analyses, and to interpretation and integration with the other data from the RCT. Yoshikawa, Weisner, Kalil, and Way (2008) provided a more recent perspective on using multiple methods in developmental science and the range of methodological choices available in implementing mixed methods. Gardenhire and Nelson (2003) offered an assessment of the challenges and benefits of qualitative data in four RCTs, including New Hope.

A unique use of the ethnographic data allowed Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) to gather information about the lives and experiences of three participants in New Hope in a way that illustrates indelibly the complexity of the lives of poor families and their children. Since the life experiences of poor families differ dramatically from the lives of those who set policies and do research, understanding these lives remains a significant barrier to better policy outcomes and research questions. Mixed-methods data of the type collected and analyzed in New Hope can help bridge this “cultural” gap by increasing appreciation for the lives of those targeted by interventions. Such knowledge leads to improved theories, better design of future interventions, and better choice among candidate interventions.

Check measured outcomes for indications that Intervention X worked better for some groups than others.

Each individual has a unique genetic endowment and follows a unique environmental trajectory. Environmental effects are also largely expressed through gene–environment interactions (Rutter, 2002). Both individual uniqueness and interactional dynamics make it unlikely that interventions will have identical effects across participants.

Box 3: Employing Multiple Methods in Designing and Implementing RCTs
in any social or educational intervention. Exploring whether effects are different across groups is critical because the cost-effectiveness or cost–benefit ratios of interventions can be made more favorable by targeting interventions to those groups with larger effects (Grissmer, 2002).

Studies by Finn and Achilles (1999), Krueger (1999, 2002), and Nye, Hedges, and Konstanopoulos (2000a, 2002, 2004) contained analyses of class size effects for Project STAR by income, race, and achievement level. These analyses of short-term effects from Project STAR have always found larger effects for minority and low-income students. In the longer term, reported differential effects were more mixed for eighth-grade achievement but were strongly significant for high school graduation and levels of college entrance test taking (Finn et al., 2005; Krueger & Whitmore, 2001).

Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, chap. 5) explained through multiple-methods data why some New Hope participants used benefits more and made larger gains in income or employment than others. They differentiated income and labor force effects for men without children, women without children, and women with children. For instance, among women with children, the data suggest that about 20% of families had problems (related to drugs, alcohol, domestic abuse, etc.) that could not be addressed by the New Hope benefits offered. Another significant portion of participants eligible for benefits did not become engaged with the program for a variety of reasons. No employment or income effects were measured for women without children partly because one of the key New Hope benefits was day care, which has been shown to be a critical barrier to employment for women with children. The barriers for women without children were different and were often not addressed by New Hope benefits.

Mixed-methods data allow analysis of categories that go far beyond the usual gender, race, and income categories.

Use more intensive interviews, case studies, and ethnographic research to investigate reasons for variability of effects within and between groups.

Several chapters/articles shed light on how to design and conduct multiple-methods data collections in RCTs (Brock, 2005; Brock et al., 1997; Cooper, 2005; Cooper, Brown, Azmitia, & Chavira, 2005; Datta, 2005; Duncan & Raudenbush, 1999, 2001; Fricke, 2005; Gibson-Davis & Duncan, 2005; Goldberg, Gallimore, & Reese, 2005; Greene, 2005; Harkness, Hughes, Muller, & Super, 2005; Huston, 2005; Weisner, 2002; Weiss, Kreider, Mayer, Hencke, & Vaughan, 2005).

In the New Hope study, researchers used extensive interviews and ethnographic data to develop theories and hypotheses about the reasons for differential effects (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner 2007; Huston et al., 2001; Weisner, 2005; Yoshikawa et al., 2006). For instance, Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (chap. 5) created a new categorization that distinguishes participants by “potential obstacles” of using New Hope benefits—partly based on interview and ethnographic data. For families with substantial barriers (drug and alcohol abuse, arrest records, presence of developmentally impaired children, domestic abuse, etc.), New Hope did not offer much to target such barriers, and intervention effects on these families were small or nonexistent. Some participants in both test and control groups, however, proved their abilities to accomplish New Hope objectives without New Hope benefits, leading to small or nonexistent overall effects. The largest effects were for families “poised to profit” from the specific benefits offered by New Hope. For instance, the child care benefit allowed some parents to upgrade the quality of their day care substantially. This illustrates that mixed-methods data allow analysis of categories that go far beyond the usual gender, race, and income categories.

Huston et al. (2001) explained why the achievement and behavior of boys improved more than for girls for New Hope participants and why girls’ school behavior actually deteriorated for New Hope participants. In both cases viable hypotheses emerged from the mixed-methods data that placed boys at existing greater risk in poor neighborhoods, leading parents to favor using extra resources to protect boys against such risk. For instance, in New Hope, it was found that boys more often than girls participated in after-school programs with academic and recreational activities.

Bos, Duncan, Gennetian, and Hill (2007) provided an example of employing in-depth interview data to highlight the fear associated with threats to safety in the lives of poor families, especially single-parent families:

In the qualitative sub-study, parents appeared to worry more about their boys than about their girls, especially when they reached early adolescence. There was experimental evidence that New Hope’s child care supports were more likely to be used for boys than for girls. Mothers often said that their boys were vulnerable, and they used any resources they had to counteract negative influences. As one mother said, “It’s different for girls. For boys, it’s dangerous. [Gangs are] full of older men who want these young ones to do their dirty work. And they’ll buy them things and give them money.” (p. 12)
New Hope boys were more likely than girls to be in organized after-school programs where they received help with homework and had opportunities for recreation (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007). The larger impact on boys may be explained by the fact that from the parents’ perspectives, boys had much more to gain from an intervention than girls.

In addition, there are several other examples from the literature on using ethnographic, interview, and other mixed-methods data to investigate why effects occur and can change across participants (Bernheimer, Weisner, & Lowe, 2003; Datta, 2005; Lowe & Weisner, 2004). Clampet-Lundquist et al. (2006) used MTO data to assess why behavior and mental health measures improved for girls but not for boys who relocated into higher income neighborhoods. This article provided an excellent example of formulating four competing theoretical hypotheses that might explain these results and used multiple-methods data—including a new in-depth interview of teens—to test these hypotheses. Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2005) supplied a testimonial to the value of the in-depth interviews collected in MTO and illustrated how such data were used in the article (see p. 12 for a quotation from the introduction to the Kling, Liebman, & Katz, 2005, article).

- Does Intervention X remain effective when different outcome measures are used?

Include multiple quantitative outcome measures to assess different aspects of the desired outcomes (e.g., specialized outcome measures aligned with the purposes of Intervention X as well as more general measures such as standardized test scores).

Use case studies, interviews, and observations to detect unanticipated/unmeasured outcomes.

The experiences of Project STAR, New Hope, and particularly MTO, as well as of other RCTs with long-term follow-up studies, suggest that (a) the effect of social and educational interventions are unlikely to be confined to a single outcome measure or to a single generation, especially in the long term; (b) some outcomes are likely to be unpredictable and/or unanticipated, especially in the long term; and (c) some of the primary measures often chosen by researchers can have small and/or null effects (e.g., achievement, labor force measures), while unanticipated measures, usually health and behavioral measures, can have large and significant effects.

It is also noteworthy that the importance of effects depends not only on their effect size but also on their contribution to long-term benefits. For instance, the Abecedarian and Perry Preschool experiments originally used IQ and achievement test scores to measure academic performance. Although the participants showed improvement on these measures, most of the benefits flowed either in the form of lower levels of grade retention and special education placement or changes in behavior that resulted in less involvement with the criminal justice system (Karoly et al., 1998). Other important unanticipated effects included examples of generational effects like lower levels of addictive behavior and teen pregnancy (Karoly et al., 1998; Karoly, Kilburn, & Cannon, 2005; Masse & Barnett, 2002; Ramey et al., 2000; Reynolds, Temple, Robertson, & Mann, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2007; Schweinhart, 2004).

Failure to measure the full range of effects can result in significant underestimation of the benefits of an intervention. Although using multiple methods does not guarantee that all effects will be measured, these data provide the best opportunity to capture unanticipated outcomes and develop stronger theories that can better predict the full range of outcomes.

In Project STAR, the outcome measures used in the short term were standardized test scores, grade retention, and special education placement. These effects were certainly significant, but the effect sizes ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 generally would not be expected to have such large impacts on high school graduation or signing up for college entrance examinations. The achievement gains in elementary school translated into significantly higher secondary school graduation rates and increased levels of taking college entrance tests (Finn et al., 2001, 2005; Krueger & Whitmore, 2001).

New Hope's original objective was to move families out of poverty through more stable and higher paying jobs and better health care. However, a new set of outcome measures was introduced when the supplemental parent–child study started during the second year of the experiment. This study assessed, among other measures, changes in parenting practices, children’s school performance (as rated by teachers and through standardized testing), and children’s behavior (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007; Huston et al., 2001).
The original objectives of MTO involved improvements in income and labor force behavior and children’s performance in school. In general, the experiment showed no significant effects for any of these measures (Goering & Feins, 2003; Katz, Kling, & Liebman, 2001; Ladd & Ludwig, 1997; Rosenbaum & Harris, 2001; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2006). However, in-depth interviews alerted researchers to refocus their analyses on mental health, criminal behavior, and children’s conduct measures, which showed large effects (Browning & Cagney, 2003; Kling, Ludwig, & Katz, 2005; Kling et al., 2007; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2003b; Ludwig, Duncan, & Hirschfield, 2001).

- Are all of the components of Intervention X necessary for it to work, or are some unnecessary? Are some needed components missing?

Plan to measure the various intervention components; build in case studies to learn which components mattered to different subjects and to generate hypotheses about other components that might have made Intervention X more effective.

Determining whether all components are necessary and whether some components mattered more to some participants than to others is critical, since simplifying and targeting an intervention can significantly reduce costs. For instance, Project STAR analyses asked whether 4 years of smaller classes were required to affect achievement or whether similar effects would occur with fewer years of intervention. Smaller class sizes are costly, and if each year did not make contributions to the effect, significant cost savings would be possible.

Hanushek (1999) suggested that most of the achievement effects occurred in the first year. However, Krueger (1999), Finn et al. (2001), and Hedges, Konstantopoulos, and Nye (2001) suggested that 3 or 4 years of small classes are required for sustained, long-term achievement effects. It would have been desirable in Project STAR to have systematically varied the class size rather than to have aimed for reductions of eight pupils per class across all schools. Perhaps most of the achievement gains were due to reductions of six rather than eight pupils. If so, then in future class size reduction initiatives, significant cost savings would be possible.

Project STAR analyses showed higher effects on achievement from smaller classes through Grade 3 for minority and disadvantaged students (Finn & Achilles, 1999; Krueger, 1999). However, Finn et al. (2001), Nye, Hedges, and Konstantopoulos (2000a, 2002, 2004) and Krueger and Whitmore (2002) suggested that the effect sizes declined somewhat by eighth grade and that the larger effects for minority and disadvantaged students were mixed at eighth grade. The studies by Krueger and Whitmore (2001) and Finn et al. (2001) showed significantly larger effects on high school graduation and college entrance test taking for minority and disadvantaged students who participated in the experimental small classes.

Finishing high school requires more than direct cognitive gains. Other developmental skills such as social skills and behavioral and emotional skills play important roles in completing education and in labor force success. This suggests that Project STAR may have affected children’s social, behavioral, or emotional trajectories as well as their cognitive trajectories. Finn and Achilles (1999) argued that improved classroom behavior may partially account for achievement gains, but ideally a wider range of developmental measures would have been included in kindergarten through third grade and in the longer term follow-ups.

This pattern of larger long-term effects for measures other than direct achievement measures seems to be emerging as a consistent finding from several early interventions of long duration. For instance, the Perry Preschool and Abecedarian projects had significant effects on many behavioral measures such as reduced involvement with the criminal justice system, even though achievement gains leveled off or declined in the longer term (Karoly et al., 1998, 2005; Masse & Barnett, 2002; Ramey et al., 2000; Reynolds et al., 2002, 2007; Schweinhart, 2004).

New Hope found that the use of three key benefits diverged widely across participants and that the largest effects were for those participants whose particular life circumstances “fit” the particular menu of offered benefits. For instance, the cost of day care was a prime benefit for mothers with children—especially those with multiple children—so men and women without children could not take advantage of this lucrative benefit. Also, many children had significant health or disability problems, and the health insurance benefit provided coverage for these kinds of issues. Perhaps one of the major lessons arising from New Hope is the need to characterize the diverse needs of a population before designing the benefit package and offering a wider and more flexible menu that would address a broader range of issues (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner,
As an example, about 20% of participants had more severe problems linked to drugs, alcohol, or domestic abuse. For these families, other interventions were needed before they could take advantage of the New Hope benefits (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007, chaps. 3–4).

Project STAR has followed participants through high school. Achievement data were collected at eighth grade. Then, at the end of high school, data were collected on how many college entrance tests were taken as well as on high school graduation rates. The analyses suggest that the size of achievement effects declined somewhat at eighth grade, and earlier differential effects for minority and disadvantaged effects were mixed (Krueger & Whitmore, 2002; Nye, Hedges, & Konstantopoulos, 2000a, 2002, 2004a). However, the studies by Finn et al. (2001) and Krueger and Whitmore (2001) showed large effects on high school graduation and levels of taking college entrance tests, with much larger effects for minority and disadvantaged students.

In general, the long-term effects of New Hope and MTO tended to be small or nonexistent for direct labor force measures such as income and employment. However, there were somewhat larger effects for selected behavioral and school performance of participants’ children by gender and school subject (although MTO did not directly measure the effects on children’s achievement) (Kling et al., 2007; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2006). Also, adult and children’s mental health measures showed positive long-term effects (Kling et al., 2007; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2003b).

New Hope followed up with interviews 2 years and 5 years after the experiment ended to determine long-term effects on participants and their children. Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, chap. 11) reported that the larger and most persistent effects were on the children—particularly the achievement and behavior of the boys. This is another example of the importance of measuring generational effects. It is possible that smaller but persisting improvements in the lives of parents, particularly single mothers, can generate larger and longer lasting effects in the next generation. Thus far, the long-term generational effects on the children of the individuals who participated in interventions like Perry Preschool or Abecedarian have not been measured.

Clampet-Lundquist et al. (2006) used data from follow-up interviews with MTO participants 4–7 years after project initiation to explore differential effects on behavior changes in boys and girls. They also carried out an additional data collection with a subsample of teens focusing on a theory-based set of hypotheses directed at explaining gender differences in outcomes. Clampet-Lundquist et al.’s article is an excellent example of adding a multiple-methods data collection 5 years into the experiment to further test hypotheses generated by the original data collection. The original analysis suggested no differences in risk behavior for boys in the treatment and control groups, but in fact, girls exhibited better mental health and lower risk behavior. The added in-depth interviews with teens, together with the original follow-up data, suggested specific viable explanations for the differences in outcomes between genders.

Considerations for External Validity

- How do contextual effect factors affect the impact of Intervention X?

Use case studies, administrative data, interviews, and observations to document contextual factors (e.g., local policy environment, resources, cultural concerns, history) and how they might interact with Intervention X.

Researchers face substantial obstacles in translating successful small-scale experiments into successful large-scale programs (see Schneider & McDonald, 2007, Vols. 1–2, for an excellent review of research on scaling up). Experiments only provide results with predictive validity if the conditions and contexts of the experiment can be duplicated in other settings. However, experimental conditions can never be perfectly duplicated. In fact, the conditions in experimentation (a high degree of control of conditions, personnel selected by researchers, etc.) that are necessary to make experiments successful from a scientific perspective often guarantee smaller effects in scaled-up real-world settings. In addition, contextual effects seem to be ubiquitous in social and educational interventions. One of the key advantages of multiple methods in RCTs is to provide information that can better predict how results might change in different contexts, conditions, and scales.

Although Project STAR was carried out on a large scale in real-world conditions, results from the experiment
cannot be assumed to transfer to different populations in different schools under different conditions. The relatively smooth implementation of Project STAR in 79 Tennessee schools stands in stark contrast to the statewide class size reductions in California that were plagued by teacher shortages and limited space (Bohrnstedt & Stecher, 2002).

In Project STAR, each of 79 schools represented a separate experiment because each school included at least one randomly assigned small class, a large class, and a large class with teacher aides. The context, however, was different across schools, enabling the researchers to explore contextual effects. Teachers were also randomly assigned to classrooms to enable research on teacher effects in classrooms. Two simple and important examples of contextual effects in Project STAR are that (a) minority and disadvantaged students experienced higher achievement effects and (b) all students in small classes for 1–2 years, rather than for 3–4 years, experienced no sustained effects (Finn & Achilles, 1999). Thus, Project STAR effects would be predicted to vary by student characteristics and by the number of years of small classes between kindergarten and third grade. However, STAR data have also been used to explore more complex contextual effects.

For instance, Nye, Konstantopoulos, and Hedges (2004) and Pevelly, Hedges, and Nye (2005) explored the effect on achievement gains of teacher experience, salary, and classroom composition. They suggested that teacher experience effects are larger in math than in reading and that lower SES classrooms have larger variance in score gains due to teachers than do higher SES classrooms. Dee (2004) suggested that students who have same-race teachers have higher score gains. Nye, Hedges, and Konstantopoulos (2000b) analyzed contextual effects of class composition and school location and concluded that class composition and location do not change effect size significantly.

New Hope was a small-scale experiment conducted in an economic and welfare policy environment (Wisconsin) that was not typical of other states. State economic conditions produced a labor market that was quite favorable to finding and maintaining employment. For instance, Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) pointed out that the control group also generated substantial gains in employment and income, making the explanation of treatment effects challenging. However, the New Hope participants made even larger gains than did the controls in employment and income. Wisconsin was also at the forefront of welfare reform, making such generalizations of New Hope to other states problematic. However, the rich multiple-methods data enabled researchers to do more than speculate on how a program like New Hope might be redesigned and scaled up nationally (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007, chaps. 6–7).

Interesting neighborhood contextual factors were identified in MTO. Turney et al. (2006), using multiple-methods data from in-depth interviews with participants, identified barriers to employment. These barriers may explain how, in spite of relocation to better neighborhoods in Baltimore, participants did not experience employment and earnings effects. Identifying such barriers helps to delineate conditions in other cities that might be needed for earning and employment effects to occur.

• How close are the measured outcomes to outcomes of interest?

When designing the study, interview key stakeholders to determine the relevance/appropriateness of the outcome measures proposed for the study.

The ultimate stakeholder in social and educational experimentation is the American taxpayer. For these stakeholders, a commonly used criterion is that the long-term benefit to society (measured in monetary terms) must at least exceed societal costs and, it is hoped, have a rate of return that justifies government borrowing. However, Karoly and Bigelow (2005) suggested that many government programs would not meet this criterion, and they offered an alternative—that a particular early childhood program only needs to have a cost–benefit ratio higher than other government programs.

Near-term stakeholders in Project STAR included the Tennessee legislature, Tennessee teachers, and parents of K–3 students. The Tennessee legislature authorized Project STAR, which clearly indicated that raising achievement was a prime objective. But the impetus for smaller class sizes at the policy level was due to pressure from parent and teacher groups. Stakeholders were directly involved in specifying the intervention, as well as setting objectives (see Ritter & Boruch, 1999, for a history of Project STAR). However, while the initial focus was on immediate achievement, the most important outcomes for society showed up in the long-term follow-ups, where researchers were able to register substantial gains in high school graduation and college entrance behavior.

The evolution of New Hope had a long history, dating from over 15 years before the experiment was initiated (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007, chaps 1–2). A clear objective was to provide evidence for how to design an improved welfare system. Besides federal and state policymakers, stakeholders included the business community and welfare participants themselves. The broadened objectives in New Hope transformed from
a primary emphasis on adult labor force outcomes to a strong emphasis on behavioral outcomes for both parents and children, as well as schooling outcomes for boys. For the children’s outcomes, the dual emphasis on school achievement and behavior both in and out of school proved to be an important and persisting generational result of the New Hope experiment.

The federal Department of Housing and Urban Development was the sponsor of MTO. Its clear purpose was to determine how important neighborhoods were to adult outcomes so that better housing policies could be promoted. However, MTO expanded from a primary emphasis on improvements in labor market measures, which showed no statistically significant effects, to measures of mental health, parenting, and children’s behavior (Kling et al., 2007; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2006). No achievement effects were found, but some effects on children’s behavior and on the mental health of adults and children were significant (Kling et al., 2007; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2003b). One of the key findings from MTO was that nonexperimental research had overestimated neighborhood effects. In fact, neighborhood effects were smaller, involved a broader range of outcomes, and were more complex than previously thought (see, e.g., Booth & Crouter, 2001; Duncan & Raudenbush, 1999, 2001; Kling et al., 2007; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2003a; Turney et al., 2006).

• How would resource constraints affect the institutionalization of Intervention X if it were found to be effective?

Build collection of cost data into the study and conduct cost, cost-effectiveness, and cost–benefit analyses.

Levin and McEwan (2000, 2002) provided a good introduction to conducting either cost-effectiveness or cost–benefit analyses and distinguishing between them. A cost-effectiveness analysis compares the proposed intervention to alternate interventions that focus on a single common outcome (e.g., higher achievement). Cost–benefit analyses use a single intervention to see if long-term monetary benefits exceed costs from all outcomes.

There are several good examples of conducting analyses that incorporate costs and benefits. Karoly et al. (1998) compared the costs and benefits of the Perry Preschool programs and a nurse visiting program. Karoly and Bigelow (2005) analyzed the costs and benefits of universal preschool in California. Masse and Barnett (2002) estimated the costs and benefits from the Abecedarian project. Reynolds et al. (2002) performed a cost–benefit analysis of an early childhood intervention in Chicago. Lynch (2004) summarized several cost–benefit analyses of early childhood programs. Grissmer’s (2002) study contained a cost-effectiveness analysis of four options for improving achievement. Such analyses cannot usually yield reliable predictions for scaled-up programs in different contexts. Although it is usually assumed that effect sizes can change with context, costs as well as effects are sensitive to context, so costs measured in experimental settings may change dramatically in large-scale settings. Brewer, Krop, Gill, and Reichardt (1999) illustrated the variance in the cost of class size reductions depending on location (cost-of-living differences), the specific rules used to implement such reductions, the availability of space, the hiring practices of teachers, the pay scales of teachers, and the characteristics of the students targeted for smaller class size. For instance, implementing class size reductions in inner cities carries higher space and teacher costs but also leads to larger effect sizes.

Moreover, scaling up small-scale interventions to large-scale public sector programs can carry several additional cost considerations. For instance, because such programs depend on forming a successful political coalition for passage, powerful stakeholders can lobby for wider eligibility in experimental groups, which can lead to higher average costs and lower effects. Gordon (2004) suggested that federal allocations of Title I funding (for low-income students) to local governments get partially diverted by local governments for alternative noneducational uses. Finally, programs are rarely fully funded. Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, chap. 8) provided analyses of cost–benefits for New Hope and a discussion of the implications for expanding New Hope to a larger state or national program.

• How do the details of the intervention and the controls imposed by the study design differ from the real-world conditions under which Intervention X might be implemented?

Collect and report descriptive data that will allow policymakers to assess the similarity of the sample population and setting to those in other situations to which they might want to generalize results.
Project STAR was a large-scale intervention involving over 12,000 students in Grades K–3 mostly in large suburban and urban schools in Tennessee. Tennessee children in Project STAR included disproportional numbers of minority and disadvantaged participants compared with all Tennessee students, and Tennessee students are disproportionately more disadvantaged than U.S. students (Grissmer, 1999). The larger effects for minority and disadvantaged children mean that average effects can change markedly as the composition of students changes across states. Tennessee implemented Project STAR almost entirely in suburban and inner-city schools. The costs and effects may change for rural schools (where recruiting teachers may be more difficult) or in states with higher or lower costs of living than in Tennessee. Tennessee also used experienced teachers rather than hiring new teachers, although the experiment did not provide for specific preparation or instruction directed at teachers working with smaller classes.

Researchers learned many lessons from Project STAR that could guide policy and implementation in other states. Three important lessons were that (a) 3–4 years of small classes were needed for long-term effects, (b) effects were much larger for minority and disadvantaged children, and (c) the teachers in Project STAR were not newly recruited but were drawn from the pool of existing experienced teachers.

Project STAR did spur class size reductions in many states beginning in the 1990s, which extended into the next decade. In general, these reductions were more often directed to schools and districts with larger proportions of minority and disadvantaged students. Grissmer, Flanagan, Kawata, and Williamson (2000) and Grissmer and Flanagan (2006) used state National Assessment of Educational Progress scores to assess the effects of class size reductions and other initiatives across states from 1990 to 2005. They concluded that the average effect of such class size reductions is consistent with the results from Project STAR.

California was the notable exception to successfully building off of Project STAR. California mandated sizable class size reductions statewide for all students in Grades K–3 beginning in 1996 (Bohrnstedt & Stetcher, 2002). The short time between mandate and implementation and the fact that all children in Grades K–3 were eventually involved left school districts throughout the state unprepared for hiring the necessary additional teachers and finding the needed classroom space. Unlike Tennessee, California did not prudently phase in the program beginning in kindergarten so that all children would experience 3–4 years of smaller classes, nor did they target the intervention to minority and disadvantaged children. This failure to phase in the program more slowly generated shortages in teachers and classroom space. The initiative led to smaller short-term effects due to the inclusion of more advantaged children and children receiving only 1–2 years of smaller classes.

Such haste also failed to ensure that sufficient data were collected and available to provide unbiased measurements of short-term effects. For instance, comparable test scores were not available for the years prior to the experiment, so the evaluation lacked a critical source of comparative evidence. An unintended consequence of the rush to small classes and lack of targeting was that many better quality teachers in central city schools left for the suddenly available jobs in suburban schools. Inner-city schools not only had to recruit teachers needed to reduce classes but also had to fill additional vacancies caused by those moving to suburban schools.

These changes meant that it was impossible to predict California effects from Project STAR effects, or to provide unbiased measurements of the short-term effects of small classes in California.

New Hope was a small-scale program with volunteer participants. Thus, expansion to a large-scale program would mean incorporating those populations that did not volunteer, as well as all the cost and effectiveness issues associated with scaling up from small experimental programs (Quint, Bloom, Black, & Stephens, 2005; Schneider & McDonald, 2007). Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007, chap. 8) provided analyses of cost–benefits for New Hope and a discussion of the implications and uncertainty involved in scaling New Hope to a state or national program.
In addition to using quantitative measures to assess outcomes, use data from case studies, interviews, surveys, and/or observations to interpret the observed outcomes (e.g., how intervention was experienced and responded to by subjects in differing circumstances).

Perhaps the main reason why collecting multiple-methods data in RCTs is necessary is that each participant in any social science RCT has a unique genetic and developmental history, and many of the forces shaping development involve gene–environment interactions (Rutter, 2002). The a priori expectation should therefore be of differential effect across participants. If theories are ultimately to be successful in predicting behavior, they must in some way take account of and incorporate this wide diversity inherent in study subjects. Data from multiple methods can be seen as a start to understanding this uniqueness and diversity and exploring ways of identifying groups with similar enough paths and responses to enable more efficient targeting and more accurate predictions. These individual paths and responses to interventions can only be captured by multiple-methods data.

New Hope collected an extremely rich set of multiple-methods data, and researchers have used these data to try to understand several emerging issues. These issues include why control participants who did not receive New Hope benefits made large labor market gains, why the incrementally larger gains made by participants receiving New Hope benefits were statistically significant but of modest size, and why many participants eligible for New Hope benefits did not use their benefits or used them only sporadically. In addition, the differential effects for boys on behavior and achievement were puzzling.

The 12 analyses contained in Yoshikawa et al.’s (2006) study using New Hope data provide outstanding examples of (a) how multiple-methods data can address unexpected utilization and results; (b) how to make these types of interventions and similar policies more effective; and (c) in general, how results are dependent on context. Huston et al. (2001) and Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) provided examples of incorporating the analyses of multiple-methods data into academic and policy publications. A volume by Weisner (2005) contains 12 chapters that illustrate the value of multiple-methods data to address research questions not necessarily embedded in the RCTs. As such, it provides material that is helpful in learning how such methods have been used across different research areas, what kinds of methods have been employed, and how these data have contributed to testing hypotheses and theories about why and how behavioral effects occur.

Perhaps more important, these analyses illustrate the complexity and uniqueness of the lives of working mothers who are poor and why it is difficult to design interventions and policies that could have a great impact on large numbers of such women. For instance, Lowe, Weisner, and Geis (2003) provided a picture of the challenge of finding day care for the children of working mothers who are poor and
the problem with “one size fits all” benefit packages. An important lesson drawn from New Hope is the need for more extensive and flexible benefit options to address the lives of poor working mothers and their children (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007).

In Project STAR, Finn et al. (2003) used observational data, teacher surveys, and interviews to address the question of why small classes work. Gerber et al. (2001) also employed teacher and teacher aide logs, surveys, and interviews to address why adding teacher aides to classrooms did not have large effects. Clampet-Lundquist et al. (2006) used follow-up interview data in MTO to develop and test hypotheses as to why the experience of changing neighborhoods was different for girls than for boys and why girls fared better than boys in new neighborhoods. Turney et al. (2006) used interview data from MTO participants to explain why moving to higher income neighborhoods had no effects on employment, income, or welfare use.

- Use data from case studies and/or interviews to illustrate findings in a compelling manner.

There are two primary audiences for the findings of RCTs: researchers and policymakers. Researchers tend to be concerned about whether effects occur and how big the effects are when compared with alternatives. However, to develop theories and improve research designs, researchers will increasingly have to address questions such as why effects occur. The constraints on normal academic publications often preclude the longer page length required to address such questions. In complex RCTs with extensive multiple methods, results need to be communicated through edited books or longer summary publications. Yoshikawa et al. (2006) provided an indispensable resource for researchers designing mixed-methods RCTs and communicating their results to other researchers. This volume is entirely directed toward using multiple-methods data to address key issues in explaining the pattern of New Hope results, particularly the differential effects across adults and children. Weisner (2005) provided examples for researchers from a wider range of studies.

Policymakers also need publications that illustrate findings in a compelling manner and address concerns specific to their roles. Policymakers must develop political support for any new program; thus, both legislators and the public need to be convinced of the merits of a program. Policymakers will face questions from legislators and the public about why a particular program will work, how it can be targeted to achieve larger effects, and what it will cost. In such contexts, relating stories about how individual participants responded, why it worked for some participants and not others, and how lives were changed can be effective methods of communication for policymakers.

Policymakers also need research translated into “readable” and compelling prose. Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) provided an outstanding example of communicating the results of mixed-methods analyses to a more general audience, including policymakers. This volume wraps the basic results of the intervention around a compelling narrative that illustrates how and why the intervention worked in individual cases, how one could change the design to obtain a more effective and efficient intervention, and how to set eligibility rules, and in what contexts this intervention might or might not work, as well as the potential risks of moving to a large-scale program.

- Examine quantitative and qualitative results to determine whether additional hypotheses (e.g., about additional outcomes, modifications to the intervention) might be pursued in subsequent studies or different stages of the current RCT.

RCTs are usually envisioned as having a fairly unchangeable design that includes well-defined planning, implementation, and analysis stages. This format is dictated largely by the federal proposal process. Such a research design is generated in accordance with preexisting theories and a fixed set of outcome measures, yet they are problematic when RCTs show unexpected results or have unexpected outcomes. Although follow-up RCTs might be designed to address these issues, it may be more efficient and timely to use resources to expand data collection either during the RCT or in longer term follow-up. In fact, multiple-methods RCTs are directed toward answering a more complex set of questions than a black box RCT, and the chances of unexpected results are correspondingly higher. Puzzling differential outcomes and results require new theories. This kind of research likely requires a more flexible and opportunistic research funding process that is able to respond to unexpected findings.

Both New Hope and MTO might be described as having an evolving and opportunistic research strategy that responded to emerging research findings with additional and expanded multiple-methods data collections. These data collections were targeted toward identifying a wider set
of outcomes, framing and testing emerging hypotheses, and providing explanations of unexpected effects.

MTO was the first large-scale RCT designed to explore the effect of neighborhoods on adults’ economic outcomes and children’s schooling outcomes by randomly assigning differential access to higher income neighborhoods. However, no significant effects were found on adult employment and income across the five locations, and no effects were found on children’s schooling outcomes (Kling et al., 2007; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2006). The null effects from these primary measures resulted in a redirection of the study to determine if there were effects on the mental and physical health of adults and children and on the incidence of risky behavior among youth.

These data came from a follow-up survey, conducted about 7 years after the initiation of MTO, of each participating adult and up to two children per household that included a much wider set of outcome measures and also explored possible explanations for the null effects on economic outcomes. Kling et al. (2007) provided a summary of these results that suggests large and significant positive effects on adult mental health measures but no effects for physical health measures. Young females experienced positive effects on physical and mental health and lower incidence of risky behavior. However, male youth showed no effects or offsetting negative effects on each of these measures.

Kling et al. (2007) also provided some hypotheses to explain the null effects on adult economic measures. Turney et al. (2006) used the long-term follow-up and an additional in-depth interview with 67 participants to explain why moving to higher income neighborhoods had no effects on employment, income, or welfare utilization. Clampet-Lundquist et al. (2006) also used this follow-up interview and an additional interview of 86 teens to develop and test hypotheses as to why girls fared better than boys when parents moved to a higher income neighborhood. Multiple-methods data collections were critical in instigating the redirection of data gathering and interpretation.

An article by Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2005) provided unusual and compelling testimony that highlighted the value of qualitative, in-depth interviews and eventually changed the research strategy for the MTO project (see p. 12 for commentary from the researchers on how these interviews helped to identify mechanisms driving the outcomes and offered insights into interpreting results). Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2005) should be read by those researchers and policymakers who question the value of embedding multiple methods in RCTs.

The original focus of New Hope was also on adult economic measures: increased employment and wages and less welfare dependency. However, partly because of funding opportunities and lower use of benefits by adults without children, the experiment increasingly focused on outcomes for mothers—about 71% of the total sample. Researchers introduced new data collection measures that focused on a wider set of adult health, parenting, and other behavioral measures, as well as measures to link performance in schools to health and behavioral measures of the participants’ children (Duncan, Huston, & Wisner, 2007; Huston et al., 2001). Bos et al. (2007) provided an example of employing qualitative data that, like the MTO in-depth interviews, highlights the fear associated with threats to safety in the lives of poor families—especially single-parent families (see quote from this study on p. 20). New Hope boys were more likely than girls to be in organized after-school programs where they received help with homework and had opportunities for recreation (Duncan, Huston, & Weisner, 2007). The larger impact on boys may be explained by the fact that from parents’ perspectives, boys had much more to gain from the intervention than did girls.
Relate outcomes of the current study to findings from prior research

• Do the results of this RCT confirm or contradict results from other studies of similar interventions? Consider results from RCTs and other types of studies (e.g., quasi-experimental, correlational, and ethnographic).

• What factors may account for differences in results between this RCT and previous studies? Take account of variations in study design, characteristics of participants, outcome measures, settings, times, and fidelity of implementation.

Ideally, a literature review (as outlined in the What Is Known From Previous Research section; see pp. 9–10) is available and can serve as the basis for integrating the new results with outcomes from previous studies. A major motivation for conducting a multiple-methods RCT is to make it more likely that future literature reviews will generate a scientific and/or policy consensus. The integration of the present results with the previous literature review should thus focus on if and how the present results settle disparities existing in the previous literature and/or raise new questions and issues that must be the subject of future research.

Multiple-methods RCTs are likely to emerge as the primary method to explain both direct and indirect disparities in past measurements. The direct contribution arises from being able to measure contextual effects, measure differential effects across participants, and eliminate many nonexperimental sources of bias. Each of these contributions will help reconcile existing disparities in the literature. The indirect contribution will come from building stronger theories. Theories are successful only to the extent that they can accurately predict the results of many measurements.

In this context, it is important to realize that consensus usually emerges only when the disparate results from previous research can be reasonably reconciled or explained by viable theories. Consensus is generally not achieved by any single gold standard experiment alone. Project STAR probably comes the closest to a gold standard intervention. But Project STAR also provided many explanations for the disparity in previous measurements by showing differential effects (larger effects for minority and disadvantaged students), necessary components (3–4 years required for sustained effects), the presence of strong pressure for interference and selectivity (pupils assigned to large classes often...
made their way to smaller classes), and absence of strong teacher and school contextual effects. All of these helped to explain some of the disparities in previous measurements. Ehrenberg, Brewer, Gamoran, and Willms (2001) and Grissmer (1999) provided examples of integrating Project STAR results with previous class size measurements.

This integration of new multiple-methods RCT results with previous literature requires a thorough knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of analysis using nonexperimental data, data from natural experiments, quasi-experiments, and experimental measurements. Three important explanations for why previous results may differ include (a) measurement bias, (b) the presence of contextual effects, or (c) differences in the characteristics of the population studied. Since the potential for bias usually differs by research method, one strategy is to group them into experimental, quasi-experimental, natural experiments, and nonexperimental methods. Webbink (2005) provided an example of this type of review. However, within each of these categories, there is usually wide variation in quality, so that simple categorization often can be misleading. Because of this, the review must also assess the quality of studies within each category.

A substantial literature helps with conducting such a critique. Duncan and Gibson-Davis (2006), Duncan and Magnuson (2003), and Duncan et al. (2004) discussed the way in which experimental methods address measurement bias issues in nonexperimental data. They also argued for the potential of natural experiments. Cronbach and Shapiro (1982) and Heckman and Smith (1995) provided critiques of experimental studies. Cook et al. (2005) compared and contrasted experimental and quasi-experimental results. O’Connor (2003) and Rosenzweig and Wolpin (2000) provided a developmental psychology and economics perspective on both advantages and disadvantages inherent in natural experiments.

Other useful resources that summarize and interpret schooling effects for adolescents from eight experiments in welfare reform policy include Gennetian et al. (2004). Leventhal and Brooks-Gunn (2003a), Oakes (2004), and Kling et al. (2007) discussed the difficult issues involved in measuring neighborhood effects and contrasted findings from experimental and nonexperimental studies. Krueger (1999) and Wilde and Hollister (2007) provided some more direct comparison of experimental and nonexperimental results using Project STAR data.


decide whether further scale-up is needed. If so, decide whether replicate studies are needed before going to scale and what the cost, cost-effectiveness, and cost–benefit of going to scale would be.

The value of positive results from RCTs that do not collect multiple-methods data can be degraded significantly if (a) results cannot be generalized to different populations, (b) contextual effects cannot be identified, (c) weaknesses in the design of the intervention cannot be identified and improvements suggested, and (d) the issues in scaling up to larger programs cannot be addressed. Only multiple-methods data can be used to address these issues, and the next steps after garnering positive results is to carefully assess these issues using the multiple-methods data. Each of these four issues should be addressed in analyses and publications before proceeding to make decisions on next steps. Perhaps more important, a publication needs to address the implications of the results on an understanding of why and how researchers achieved the effects.

New Hope provides an outstanding example of the additional work and documentation required after obtaining positive effects for both adults and children. Duncan, Huston, and Weisner (2007) provided a summary of the many analyses undertaken and targeted policymakers who might be interested in taking on a statewide or national program. They were able to address these policy issues only because of New Hope’s comprehensive multiple-methods data collections.

Probably the most difficult challenge is making predictions of costs and effects for a scaled-up program from data/results originally collected in small-scale programs. Schneider and McDonald (2007, Vols. 1–2) provided a comprehensive assessment of the issues involved in scaling-up education programs. In general, small-scale experiments should not be used as the basis for major program implementation unless compelling cases can be made that effects and costs will not change in different contexts or at different scales.

In education, the Success for All intervention comes with an interesting history of moving from smaller to larger scale and evaluating the results experimentally (Borman & Hewes, 2002; Borman et al., 2005, 2007). Efforts to gradually increase implementation of Success for All across different types of schools allowed many of the contextual hypotheses and scaling issues to be tested. Slavin (2002, 2008), Chatterji (2005, 2008), and D. C. Briggs (2008) also brought useful perspectives to the question of synthesizing
research evidence and deciding when programs should be recommended for wider implementation.

The results from Project STAR had a major impact on class size policies throughout the nation from 1995 to 2007. This influence was partly due to its experimental design, large sample, and the transparency of its findings to policymakers. It also benefited from widespread public support and belief in smaller class sizes, especially when coupled with expanding state revenues. With the exception of California, states implemented smaller classes in a way that took account of Project STAR’s findings. Smaller classes were often targeted to minority and disadvantaged children, and reductions were usually made for 3–4 years in early grades.

Project STAR benefited from not facing many of the scale-up issues inherent in other educational interventions. Project STAR was already operating at a large scale—in 79 schools. Implementation only required finding additional teachers and more classroom space. In general, outside California, implementation was gradual and targeted enough to allow for careful identification of teachers and space. Scale-up was also easier because class size effects in Tennessee were achieved with no additional teacher training. Providing quality training is often a key issue in scale-up. However, it is also possible that teacher training could have enhanced Project STAR effects and could be the focus of additional research.

Respond to finding marginal or no effects

• Examine the implementation data.

• Examine the design; check the analyses.

• If marginal effects are found: Design new or additional studies to clarify results or abandon effort.

• If no effects are found: Rethink theoretical model; plan for a new study or abandon effort.

Null or marginal findings in experiments are often more important in making scientific progress than are findings of large effect sizes. This can be particularly true when null effects are found where current theories and understanding would have predicted large effects in a given RCT. Such null effects directly undermine current theories and understanding and present an opportunity to develop new theories and discard old ones. One of the most important experiments in physics was the Michelson and Morley (1887) experiment that measured whether light propagating at right angles held the same speed. The null result paved the transition from Newtonian mechanics to special relativity.

Multiple-methods data are crucial in helping to reject a current theory and moving to a new theory by generating an understanding of why assumptions in the old theory are untenable and what alternative theory might better explain the new results. It is also important to publish null results in the literature because they provide crucial information for individuals involved in theory building. The current bias toward publication of studies with significant effects can meaningfully impair the work of theory development.

Moving from public housing to a higher income neighborhood in MTO was hypothesized to improve adult job opportunities, employability and income, and children’s schooling outcomes due to accessibility of better schools and achieving better parent outcomes. However, researchers found no significant effects on adult employment and income of children’s schooling outcomes across the five locations in the experiment (Kling et al., 2007; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2006). These null effects focused research and additional data collections on teasing out flaws in the theories that predicted positive effects (Kling, Liebman, & Katz, 2005, 2007; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2006; Turney et al., 2006). For instance, Turney et al. conducted in-depth interviews with 67 participants in Baltimore to explore why the economic outcomes were insignificant: The voucher group did not experience employment or earnings gains in part because of human capital barriers that existed prior to moving to a low-poverty neighborhood. In addition, employed respondents in all groups were heavily concentrated in retail and health care jobs. To secure or maintain employment, they relied heavily on a particular job search strategy—informal referrals from similarly skilled and credentialed acquaintances who already held jobs in these sectors. Though the experimental group was more likely to have employed neighbors, few of their neighbors held jobs in these sectors and could not provide such referrals. Thus controls had an easier time garnering such referrals. (Turney et al., 2006, p. 137)

Project STAR found experimentally that having teacher aides in Grades K–3 had no consistent and significant effect on achievement. Multiple-methods data indicated that aides spent only about 25–30% of their time on direct instructional tasks, with the remaining time spent on administrative or noninstructional interactions with students. However, even when aides did spend more time on instruction, this did not lead to effects on achievement. It was assumed that administrative
and noninstructional work provided by teacher aides would allow teachers to be more effective, leading to achievement gains (Gerber et al., 2001). However, multiple-methods data suggested that teachers’ perceptions of their ability to manage time, cope with student misbehavior, or engage students in the learning process was no different for teachers with or without aides (Gerber et al., 2001).

Managing aides demands additional teacher time that may reduce teacher productivity. The productivity of aides must therefore exceed the possible lost teacher productivity from managing teacher aides to register net gains. These data pointed to an emerging hypothesis that teacher aides had no specific training or educational background that would prepare them for the job. It is also possible that training might be needed to help teachers utilize aides effectively. Both of these hypotheses could be pursued through future research.

Lessons Learned

• Process

Mixed-methods RCTs require multidisciplinary teams to design, implement, analyze and interpret outcomes, and develop theories about the causative mechanisms that can account for the outcomes. An important benefit of RCTs with mixed methods and associated theory development is the knowledge and experience gained by researchers about the participants—making future interventions more effective. The design of mixed-methods RCTs should incorporate prior research that illuminates the context and complex lives of participants. In this way, interventions can be designed to accommodate environmental needs, and a set of hypotheses that incorporates this complexity can be developed about the causative processes that will lead to desired outcomes. In both New Hope and MTO, interventions were designed without much prior study or knowledge of their participants’ lives. Such knowledge would have allowed for interventions more attuned to fitting into and improving participants’ lives. In both cases, the “theories” that were driving the hypotheses in the studies were very broad and lacked awareness of the complex family and interpersonal processes that eventually helped explain the outcomes—or the absence of outcomes. In both cases, researchers gained extensive knowledge about the constraining factors and processes experienced by low-income families that led to high nonparticipation and the failure of the intervention to show the expected significant outcomes.

The set of outcomes from all three illustrative RCTs expanded from initial emphasis on educational (achievement, high school completion, college entrance, etc.) and economic (employment, income) outcomes to a broader set of health (mental, disability, obesity, diabetes), behavioral (crime, voter participation), and environmental (neighborhood) characteristics. Significant opportunities may exist for further expansion of these measures through participant surveys and interviews that would provide valuable information for theory development.

The process of developing theories that account for the causative mechanisms involved in RCT outcomes is still a work in progress, and more research and funding support is needed to improve this critical component of the scientific process leading to addressing educational and social needs. Notably, both significant and null outcomes are essential to theory development and testing, and null results can be as important as significant results for testing of theories that might account for the different outcomes.

Finally, RCTs with mixed methods are a central part of the research infrastructure needed to develop better theories and social and educational policies. However, only a limited number of these projects can be undertaken due to their long-term costs. A strategic process is needed to identify the best opportunities and for preliminary assessment of their feasibility.

• Theory Building

The rationale for funding the additional costs of RCTs with mixed methods is the identification of causative mechanisms and processes leading to outcomes and the development of theories that can successfully predict the outcomes of hypothetical experiments. Such theories expand to predict effects of hypothetical interventions and additional sets of outcomes. Successful theories lead to the design of more powerful interventions and to identifying the critical interventions needed to expand the theory. This process of building and enhancing theories that successfully predict an ever-widening range of interventions is needed to make R&D more efficient and to make education and social policies both more efficient and effective.

Some limited progress in theory building has occurred in the three illustrative mixed-methods RCTs examined.
here, but these efforts do not get sufficient attention in publications. This lack of attention partly reflects the unfamiliarity of the process in social science, its inherent difficulty, its multidisciplinary nature, and the lack of suitable avenues for publication and associated academic rewards. There is, however, an increasing literature on the role of field experiments and RCTs with mixed methods as research tools to improve our theoretical understanding of the causative processes underlying educational/social intervention (Card, DellaVigna, & Malmendier, 2011; List, 2011; List & Rasul, 2011; Ludwig, Kling, & Mullainathan, 2011; Murnane & Willet, 2010).

A key difference between Project STAR and the two other RCTs with mixed methods highlighted in this report is that Project STAR involved direct school-based intervention involving children—with a high proportion receiving the intervention. Such school-based interventions stand in contrast to social interventions that involve improving adult outcomes in which a large proportion of participants can be noncompliant and/or cannot be followed until outcomes occur. The complexity of the lives of low-income individuals/families and their household mobility can make participation difficult, although nonparticipation can also reflect the “mismatch” of the intervention to the lives of many of the participants. More important, the causative processes that determine outcomes are more complex for social experiments involving low-income adults and families than for the classroom processes associated with Project STAR outcomes.

The theories developed to account for outcomes in New Hope were fairly well accounted for in earlier studies, and no additional research has occurred. But progress has been made in developing theories of the causative mechanisms underlying the outcomes.

Perhaps the best example of recent theory building is the use of Project STAR mixed-methods data to better understand the causative mechanisms present in small classes that might lead to desired long-term outcomes. Finn (in press) generated several hypotheses about the role of different social, behavioral, and instructional classroom processes occurring in smaller classes that might account for long-term impacts and assessed the evidence for supporting each hypothesis. The supporting evidence is not entirely drawn from data collected during the study but draws from a wider literature about classrooms. For instance, literature on how teacher pedagogical practices and child behavior change in small classes is utilized. This illustrates an important feature of theory building that links nonexperimental research processes with RCT mixed-methods data. Successful RCTs with mixed methods can generate a stream of nonexperimental data to test the various hypothesized causative mechanisms. Interestingly, Finn (in press) used this analysis to assess whether some of these processes might be successfully introduced into larger classes. His conclusion is that, for the most part, larger classes cannot incorporate the key variables that drive the outcomes for smaller classes. The hypothesis that peer effects are a causative mechanism for long-term impacts of Project STAR has also been explored by Sojourner (2013) and Zimmerman (2003).

Has the experimental data from MTO been used to better understand the neighborhood processes that might explain both the positive as well as the null effects emerging from the experiment? Recent research has added significant understanding to the potential causative processes underlying the outcomes. In both New Hope and MTO, the critical input to developing theories about outcomes, or lack thereof, was due to gathering mixed-methods data through surveys and interviews (and living with families), incorporating a social psychological and ethnographic perspective. This perspective allowed researchers to better understand the complicated lives of participants and why outcomes—or lack of outcomes—occurred.

Recent research using social psychological and ethnographic perspectives also added significantly to the understanding of the MTO outcomes (Comey, de Souza Briggs, & Weismann, 2008; de Souza Briggs, Cove, Duarte, & Turner, 2011; de Souza Briggs, Popkin, & Goering, 2010; de Souza Briggs & Turner, 2006). In addition, Sharkey and Faber (2014) assessed potential causative mechanisms and processes that lead from neighborhood context to child and adult outcomes such as those measured in MTO. Their article focused on empirical work that considers how different dimensions of individuals’ residential contexts become salient in their lives, how contexts influence individuals’ lives over different timeframes, how individuals are affected by social processes operating at different scales, and how residential contexts influence the lives of individuals in heterogeneous ways. (p. 559)

Conclusion

The examples from these three mixed-methods RCTs illustrate the inherent multidisciplinary nature of theory development. The basic causative mechanisms that determine social, economic, and educational outcomes for children lie outside the current training and areas of expertise of any one disciplinary field. The research communities that address issues linked to improving children’s outcomes will need to merge into a wider scientific field of developmental science that incorporates all the basic causative mechanisms from all disciplines.
that impact those outcomes. For instance, mixed-methods data collections can eventually incorporate genetic and brain imaging data that will allow incorporation of more and more of the influences on children's outcomes. The literature that flowed from these RCTs in an effort to understand the causative mechanisms included multi-disciplinary teams drawing from human capital and labor economics, developmental and social psychology, sociology, anthropology, medicine (pediatrics and psychiatry), and education. Theory development is the crucible that elicits the formation of interdisciplinary teams, and such teams eventually define new boundaries of scientific fields.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

Project Star

The multi-district Tennessee STAR experiment randomly assigned students in a single cohort of kindergarten students (the 1986–1987 entering cohort) in 79 participating schools that each had at least three kindergarten classrooms. The students were assigned to one of three groups: (a) large classes (approximate mean of 22–24 students) with a teacher aide, (b) large classes without a teacher aide, or (c) small classes (approximate mean of 15–16 students). Kindergarten teachers in each school were also assigned randomly to one of these types of classrooms. The structure of this design meant that each school constituted a separate random experiment.

The sample of entering students across 328 kindergarten classes was approximately 6,500 students. Those students entering at kindergarten were scheduled to maintain their treatment through first, second, and third grade. However, the groups changed in significant ways over the 4 years of the experiment due to sample attrition and new students entering schools during kindergarten, first, second, and third grade. Students entering after kindergarten entrance were also randomly assigned to one of the three groups, but these late-entering students came from schools outside the sample with larger classrooms. Many students originally in participating schools also moved away after 1, 2, or 3 years. Overall, 12,000 students had some contact with the program.

Students leaving the sample and those entering later generally had lower scores on standardized math and reading tests than those who began and remained in the original entering cohort. The 12,000 study subjects therefore consisted of some who remained in the sample all 4 years, some who entered the school later and had fewer than 4 years in an assigned treatment group, and some who left the sample after kindergarten entry and completed fewer than 4 years in a treatment or control group. There were also some crossovers (about 15%) who switched at some point from one treatment group to another.

In addition to administering mathematics and reading tests in each grade, teachers and aides completed questionnaires and time logs to document their perceptions and experiences. In the Grade 4 follow-up study, researchers collected behavioral data in addition to achievement scores. Using a 28-item Student Participation Questionnaire, Grade 4 teachers rated each pupil who had been in STAR.
This instrument assesses specific learning behaviors (“engagement behaviors”) judged by educators to be important in the classroom. The instrument yields reliable, valid measures of the effort students allot to learning, initiative-taking in the classroom, and nonparticipatory behavior (disruption or inattention).

Researchers also conducted follow-up measurements with the students at the fourth- and eighth-grade levels and after high school. At the fourth- and eighth-grade levels, researchers collected reading and math assessment data. In high school, measurements included college entrance test taking (SAT and ACT) and whether students completed high school.

The major results from Project STAR include the following:

- Students assigned to smaller classes all 4 years had statistically significant achievement gains of about .15 to .40 standard deviations above the mean of students assigned to the two large-class groups (with and without teacher aides).
- Gains in reading were not significantly different from gains in mathematics.
- The effect of teacher aides in large classes was small and positive but statistically insignificant when compared with large classes without aides.
- Effect sizes were much larger for minority and disadvantaged students in small classes.
- Students assigned to small classes for 3–4 years had much higher gains than those in small classes for only 1–2 years.
- Significant effects persisted through eighth grade for students who had participated in smaller K–3 classes, though effect sizes declined somewhat from those at third grade, and effects had greater persistence through eighth grade if students had more years in smaller K–3 classes.
- Students in small classes in K–3 had higher high school graduation rates and increased incidence of testing linked to college applications (SAT and ACT).

More recently, Project STAR data have been used to assess the achievement gap (Konstantopoulos, 2008), the persistence of teacher effects (Konstantopoulos & Chung, 2011; Konstantopoulos & Sun, 2012), the effects of smaller classes on course taking in high school (Finn, Fox, McClellan, Achilles, & Boyd-Zaharias, 2006); postsecondary attainment and degree completion (Dynarski, Hyman, & Schanzenbach, 2013); participation in extracurricular activities (Fletcher, 2009); adult earning, employment, and disability status (Chetty et al., 2010; Wilde, Finn, Johnson, & Muennig, 2011); voter turnout (Sondheimer & Green, 2010); mortality at age 29 (Muennig, Johnson, & Wilde, 2011); and arrests (Schanzenbach, 2007). Project STAR data have also been used with more sophisticated statistical methods to develop new estimates and statistical characteristics of the results (Ding & Lehrer, 2010, 2011; E. Jackson & Page, 2013; Konstantopoulos, 2011; Sohn, 2015). In addition, publications have included summaries and critical assessments of the impact of Project STAR on a range of state and national policies (Biddle & Berliner, 2014; Finn & Shanahan, 2017; Schanzenbach, 2007, 2014; Sohn, 2014; Whitehurst & Chingos, 2011). Project STAR data have also provided the basis for making estimates of family income on achievement as well as cost–benefit, cost-effectiveness, and relative effectiveness analyses of the intervention compared with other interventions (Duncan, Morris, & Rodrigues, 2011; Jacob & Ludwig, 2011; Levin, 2009; Loeb & McEwan, 2010; Reynolds, Temple, Robertson, & Mann, 2010; Yeh, 2010) as well as estimates of the “parental value” associated with reduced class size (Rohlf & Zilora, 2014).

New Hope

New Hope was an ambitious project based on two simple yet widely held principles: (a) People who are willing to work full time should be able to do so, and (b) they should not be poor as a result. The program was designed to improve the lives of low-income individuals and families by providing several benefits for parents who worked full time: an earnings supplement to raise their income above poverty, subsidized health insurance, and subsidized child care. The program also offered access to wage-paying community service jobs for people who could not find full-time work.

New Hope was run as a demonstration project from 1994 to 1998 in two inner-city areas of Milwaukee, WI, by the New Hope Project, Inc., a local community-based organization. The researchers targeted New Hope at two geographic areas with high levels of poverty, thus allowing a more detailed analysis of program context than would be possible in a program that served a wide geographic area.

The program had only four eligibility requirements: that an applicant live in one of the two targeted service areas, be age 18 or older, be willing and able to work at least 30 hours per week, and have a household income at or below 150% of the federally defined poverty level. Participation was voluntary, and adults were eligible regardless of whether they had children or received public assistance.

Persons who met these criteria were eligible to receive 3 years of the following benefits or services:
• Help in obtaining a job, including access to a time-limited, minimum-wage community service job if full-time employment was not otherwise available.

• A monthly earnings supplement that, when combined with federal and state earned income credit, brought most low-wage workers’ incomes above the poverty level.

• Subsidized health insurance, which gradually phased out as earnings rose.

• Subsidized child care, which also gradually phased out as earnings rose.

The study enrolled over 1,300 low-income adults who volunteered to participate. Half the applicants were randomly assigned to a program group that was eligible to receive New Hope’s benefits, and the other half were randomly assigned to a control group that was not eligible for the enhanced benefits. From the total sample of 1,357 people, 745 people had at least one child between the ages of 1 and 10 at the time of enrollment.

New Hope program data provide information on parents’ use of the program’s services, as well as their job status, hours worked, and earnings. State administrative records provide data on employment and receipt of welfare and food stamp benefits. Researchers collected primary data in the form of interviews and surveys at 2, 5, and 8 years from the beginning of the experiment. In-person surveys revealed information on families’ receipts of New Hope benefits, job histories, parents’ employment and earnings, family functioning, and parent–child relations. For up to two “focal” children in each family, the surveys also collected information from parents, teachers, and children on school performance, psychological well-being, and behavior problems. At the 5-year interview stage, children took standardized tests. Parents were also asked about stress levels, depression, and their hopes for the future. Parents and children reported on parent–child relationships, children’s experience in child care, and activities outside school.

To better understand the detailed dynamics and contexts of family life, fieldworkers drew an ethnographic sample of 44 families from the total sample of participants. They gave these families—half of whom were in the New Hope group and half of whom were in the control group—periodic in-depth interviews from the third year to the final year of the New Hope program (1998–2001) and again in 2004. The ethnographic data include extensive field notes as well as focused interviews covering a wide range of topics, including, for example, parents’ experiences with New Hope, family routines, work experiences, family relationships, child-care arrangements, and goals. Unlike surveys, these open-ended interviews and conversations allowed participants the opportunity to tell their stories. Families did not shy away from talking about difficult issues—domestic abuse, drugs and alcohol, family conflicts, and health problems. In addition to conducting interviews, the ethnographic fieldworkers participated in family routines and events including lunches, dinners, birthday parties, and trips to the mall.

Key New Hope differences between treatment and control groups included the following:

• New Hope had varying impact on work and earnings across study subgroups.

• For individuals working little or not at all at the beginning of the program, New Hope led to more work and higher earnings during the 4 years of operation but did not have persisting significant effects after the program ended.

• For individuals already working full time at the beginning of the program, the program showed no effects on long-term work or income.

• The effects on work and earnings were significant and persisted after the program ended for some individuals whose barriers to employment were addressed by New Hope benefits (e.g., child care or health insurance).

• For women without children at the beginning of the program, there were no work or earnings effects.

• For men without children at the beginning of the program, there were boosts to work and income, but only sporadically.

• Partly due to income supplements, New Hope reduced poverty substantially during and modestly after the end of the program.

• New Hope child-care subsidies increased children’s participation in center-based child care and after-school programs.

• New Hope insurance benefits led to fewer episodes of unmet medical and dental needs and some improvement in adult mental and physical health.

• New Hope improved children’s school performance, especially in reading.

• For boys, New Hope led to increased positive social behaviors and reduced behavior problems and increased engagement in school and higher education.

• For girls, New Hope had mixed effects. Parents reported improvements in their daughters’ positive behaviors, but teachers reported worse behavior for those same girls at school.
Moving to Opportunity (MTO)

The MTO demonstration program was designed to assess the impact of providing families living in subsidized housing in high-poverty neighborhoods with the opportunity to move to neighborhoods with lower levels of poverty. Families were recruited for the MTO program from public housing developments in Boston, Baltimore, Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York. Researchers primarily targeted housing developments located in census tracts with 1990 poverty rates of at least 40%. The average poverty rate in these tracts in 1990 was 67%.

Program eligibility requirements included residing in a targeted development, having very low income that met the Section 8 income limits of the public housing authority, having a child under 18, and being in good standing with the housing authority. Participants volunteered to be part of the study. Families that volunteered for the program were more disadvantaged than their public housing counterparts who did not join MTO. MTO families were more likely than nonparticipating families to receive welfare and to be headed by women who were young and unemployed.

Volunteering families initially living in public housing were assigned by lottery to three groups:

- The control group received no new assistance but continued to be eligible to stay in public housing.
- The Section 8 group received a traditional Section 8 voucher that enabled movement from public housing to subsidized rental housing without geographic restriction.
- The experimental group received a Section 8 voucher, restricted for one year to a census tract with a poverty rate of less than 10%.

From 1994 to 1997, 4,248 eligible families were randomly assigned to one of these three groups. Families in the treatment groups had 4–6 months to find qualified housing and to move, using an MTO voucher. Forty-seven percent of the experimental group families and 59% of the Section 8 group families used the program housing voucher to “lease-up,” or move to a new apartment.

Baseline interviews with heads of households were conducted from 1994 to 1999, before random assignment and relocation of movers. The structured interviews focused on demographic information for householders and children and data from householders on labor force and welfare benefits characteristics.

Researchers supplemented MTO baseline surveys with state administrative earnings and welfare data. In 2002, 4–7 years after enrollment, researchers surveyed all of the household heads in the experiment, as well as school-aged children and teens in each family. They collected more comprehensive measures related to economic self-sufficiency and mental and physical health outcomes, as well as a broader range of mediating factors, to potentially illuminate the mechanisms by which residential neighborhoods may affect economic and health outcomes. In addition, there were several specialized data collections conducted with subsamples of participants. These included a subsample of children who were administered achievement tests. Researchers obtained juvenile arrest records, as well as qualitative interview data through in-depth personnel interviews and telephone conversations with teens and adults.

Results from the analyses of these data included the following differences between the three groups:

- There were no significant effects among the three groups on measures of work or earnings.
- There were no significant effects among groups on children’s achievement.
- There were significant positive effects on some measures of adult and child mental health for the experimental group.
- Boys in the experimental group fared no better or worse on measures of risk behavior than boys in the control group.
- Girls in the experimental group had improved mental health and lower risk behavior than girls in the control group.
- Adults in the experimental group had reductions in obesity but no effects on other physical health measures.

More recent research using data from MTO includes measuring effects on mental health (Clampet-Lundquist, 2011; L. Jackson et al., 2009; Nguyen, Schmidt, Glymour, Rehkopf, & Osypuk, 2013), youth and adolescents outcomes (Gennetian et al., 2012; Leventhal & Dupéré, 2011), employment of mothers and youth (de Souza Briggs et al., 2011), the well-being of low-income adults (Ludwig et al., 2012), crime and delinquency (Graif, 2015; Scandura et al., 2013), high-dosage participants (Moulton, Peck, & Dillman, 2014), and adult obesity and diabetes (Ludwig, Sanbonmatsu, et al., 2011). Ludwig et al. (2013) provided an excellent summary of MTO effects through 2012. More recently, the long-term effects on children of participants as they move into young adulthood are reported for education and earnings outcomes (Chetty, Hendren, & Katz, 2015).

De Souza Briggs et al. (2010) provided a sociological and anthropological perspective that places the experiment in a broader historical and policy context and highlights the experience of the participants. There have also been
two newer and ongoing Rcts with multiple methods

Evaluation of Charter Schools Teaching the Core Knowledge Curriculum

This project evaluates the outcomes of the Core Knowledge curriculum on third-grade reading, math, writing and English achievement scores. The study, which began in 2009 with funding from the Institute for Education Science and ended in June 2016, has tracked two cohorts of children (Cohort 1 = 884 children; Cohort 2 = 1,363 children) who applied through a lottery for kindergarten admission in the 2009–2010 or 2010–2011 school year to nine Core Knowledge Charter schools (CK-Charter) in the low- to high-income suburbs of Denver, CO. While tracking these students, families, and schools, the study has collected a variety of mixed-methods data from July 2009 to December 2015.

Core Knowledge is a comprehensive K–8 curriculum for building general knowledge concepts and vocabulary systematically from kindergarten to eighth grade, and it is predicted to lead to substantial progress in comprehension (Hirsch, 2003). The curriculum teaches general knowledge across language arts, math, science, social studies, visual arts, and music by supplementing direct instruction with a program directed toward building general knowledge. Each of the participating CK-Charter schools had been in operation between 4 to 17 years and had conducted an entry lottery; significant numbers of applicants were denied admission based on space available. Students not offered admission served as the control group and typically enrolled in public schools or other charter schools.

The study has collected extensive mixed-methods data to help interpret the findings. These data include: (a) test scores for children in the summer after first and third grade on general knowledge and early reading comprehension; (b) results of a longitudinal survey of parents directed at better understanding the school decision process and satisfaction with schools; (c) teacher and principal interviews and school observations in CK-Charter schools; and (d) a survey of K-3 teachers in CK-Charter and public schools probing teacher characteristics, time spent on subjects, and curriculum and pedagogical characteristics. Data collection was completed in 2016, and results will begin to be published in 2017 (see https://ies.ed.gov/funding/grantsearch/details.asp?ID=818).

WINGS for Kids

The major goal of the second project (WINGS for Kids) is to conduct an evaluation of the WINGS For Kids after-school social and emotional learning (SEL) program, which serves children who experience extraordinarily high levels of social and economic risks in North Charleston, SC. The program currently operates in four elementary schools and serves approximately 24 children in each grade (kindergarten through fifth grade) at each school. WINGS is offered for 3 hours per day, 5 days per week during the academic year.

This 5-year mixed-methods study will track three cohorts of children entering kindergarten through first grade. The study is funded by grants from the Institute for Education Science and the Social Innovation Fund. The total sample of children randomly assigned to conditions is estimated to be 260, 156 of whom are offered access to WINGS and 104 of whom are in the control group. The program’s theory of change hypothesizes that 2 years of WINGS participation will produce positive impacts on children’s socio-emotional skills, their behavior in the school classroom and at home, and their cognitive and academic skills. The specific objectives of the WINGS program are to improve children’s SEL competencies in five areas: self-awareness, self-management, responsible decision making, social awareness, and relationship skills. Improvements in these five competencies are, in turn, intended to have a positive impact on children’s relationships and behaviors in classrooms and at home and on their social and academic performance in school.

Multiple methods are used to assess children’s subsequent developmental outcomes at kindergarten entry, end of kindergarten, and end of first grade as well as mixed methods data to help interpret findings. The measurement of competencies include direct child assessments of a wide range of social, behavioral, and cognitive skills; teacher and parent reports on children’s competencies and behavior; observations of children’s behavior in classrooms; and school administrative records. Parent surveys are also used to collect extensive family and home characteristics, including economic, psychological, and emotional characteristics of parents and after-school activities of children. In addition, open-ended qualitative parental interviews are conducted each year to better understand the life circumstances that affect the developmental outcomes of participating children and to document the after-school experiences of children who do not attend WINGS. The study also includes comprehensive assessments of multiple domains of
fidelity of implementation to clarify the components of the program most strongly associated with the development of the participating children. In addition, the study includes interviews with parents of children in WINGS to understand their perceptions of the program and its impacts on the children and their families. Final data for this study will be collected in 2016, and final results will be published in 2017 (see https://ies.ed.gov/funding/grantsearch/details.asp?ID=1180).